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CBC researchers as key partners. This center will have a special
focus on industrializing results from CBC and bring them closer
to clinical practice. The CBC researchers Dr. Molly Maleckar,
Dr. Samuel Wall, and Dr. Joakim Sundnes play very active roles
in building CCI.

The single most important happening in 2011, at least from
the CBC management’s point view, was the outcome of the
Research Council’s midterm evaluation of our center. Norwegian Centers of Excellence undergo a demanding evaluation after
three and a half years, and the funding for the period 2012-2017
requires that the evaluation committee is convinced about the
excellence of the research in the center. Moreover, the center
must convincingly show that the research is conducted according
the original plans and that most of the milestones are reached.
The very high scientific level of the seven other centers that also
undergo the midterm evaluation contributes to setting similarly
high standards and expectations. We are therefore proud of a
successful midterm evaluation that not only secures funding for
another five years, but also states that CBC obtained the highest
possible grade ("exceptionally good").
The midterm evaluation triggered a restructuring of the
project portfolio of CBC. We now have four major projects. Previously separate, smaller projects and the research on computational methodologies in the Computational Geoscience group at
Simula have been incorporated in the four major projects. The joint
research collaboration with the Norwegian Defense Research Establishment (FFI) and the University of Cyprus on "Aerosols: Dispersion, Transport and Consequences" was formally completed in
2011. The project provided valuable insight and pointed towards
important challenges regarding the importance of turbulence in
blood flow, a topic we will explore further. CBC plans to continue
collaborating with researchers at FFI, and draw on their expertise,
but this will mostly be based on the needs in our ongoing projects,
rather than starting up a new joint project.
2011 saw the start-up of three externally funded research
projects of substantial size, all of which represent considerable
reinforcements of the CBC core activity. Dr. Joakim Sundnes established his eVita project, from the Research Council of Norway,
titled "In Silico Heart Failure - Tools for Accelerating Biomedical
Research". The project aims to improve the current state-of-theart of computational models of electro-mechanical interactions
in the heart, and to apply these tools for fundamental studies of
heart failure. The project started January 1st, 2011, and the main
focus of the first year has been on staffing the project and gearing up the research on efficient computational tools for cardiac
electro-mechanics. Dr. Kent-Andre Mardal’s high-rated proposal
to the European Research Council qualified for funding from the
Research Council of Norway. Through the project Mardal and his
team will conduct patient-specific simulations of patients with
cerebral aneurysms or the Chiari I malformation. The team will
focus on performing studies with patient groups of size 20-100
as well as studying robust and efficient algorithms for the simulations. The most substantial new funding is associated with
the new prestigious Center for Research-Based Innovation (SFI
in Norwegian terms), called the Center for Cardiological Innovation (CCI), hosted at Oslo University Hospital, but with Simula and

The most significant scientific achievement of CBC in 2011
was the release of FEniCS 1.0 and the publication of the FEniCS
book. Both the software and the book have demanded extreme
efforts by a large team over several years. The 1.0 release takes
place after nine years of software and method development, and
the book features 36 chapters by 37 authors from 8 countries.
Dr. Anders Logg at CBC has played a key role in reaching this
grand milestone, and his endless efforts are much appreciated.
The immediate challenge for the FEniCS project is to promote the
software release and the book, and increase the number of users
and contributors. There are several reasons for being optimistic
about meeting the challenge, because FEniCS represents a leap
forward with respect to its inner technology, user friendliness,
and the possibilities offered for the application scientist.
Numerous other scientific achievements are described in
more detail in this year’s annual report. The Cardiac Computations project has contributed to a multi-institutional study benchmarking a number of widely used simulators for cardiac electrophysiology, revealing significant differences between the different solvers. Our research on rupture of aneurysms reached the
front page of VG, the most read newspaper in Norway. The
newspaper sites Professor Steinman at the University of Toronto
confirming that these findings probably will lead to a paradigm
shift in the field of computational cerebral hemodynamics. Didem
Unat’s research and development of tools to exploit the great
computational potential of modern graphics processors (GPUs)
earned her the renowned Luis W. Alvarez Postdoctoral Fellowship in Computational Science at Lawrence Berkeley National
Lab.
The encouraging result of the midterm evaluation means that
CBC can head for 2017 knowing that the research projects are
very well on track and that the research plans are applauded by
international experts and the Research Council. The financial
situation is also excellent in the beginning of 2012 and allows for
a significant growth of the present activity. The CBC researchers
are currently in the optimal situation for a scientist; the quality of
ongoing work and plans has been rated as excellent, and there is
money to ensure a reinforced research activity for five new years.
Very few scientists today experience this size of funding for such
a long period, especially without the need for spending time and
money on starting up new activities. Nevertheless, CBC features
many more excellent ideas than the funding can support, and the
end in 2017 is not that distant into the future, so our continuous engagement in seeking other funding opportunities has high
priority.
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Organizational Changes

CBC@NTNU in the CBC context.

All research activities in CBC are organized in (large) projects
with an appointed project leader and a precise project plan. The
project portfolio remained mostly unaltered for 2011, but the
smaller projects Inverse Problems and Computational Biology
were merged with the Cardiac Computations project in late 2010.
Based on input from our Scientific Advisory Board (SAB), we took
additional steps in 2011 to secure a sustainable project portfolio
with enough “mass“ and “momentum“ to make substantial headway. The Robust Flow Solvers project was renamed to Robust
Solvers, aiming to contain all numerically oriented research on
specific partial differential equations (PDE) solvers needed in the
Center.
The Statoil-funded numerical methods and software research
in the previous Computational Geoscience project was from 2011
distributed to the Computational Middleware and Robust Solvers
projects, to further stimulate the mutual interaction of methodological research activities motivated by diverse applications. An
expected, significant extension of the Simula–Statoil collaboration will go in the direction of applied geophysics and geology.
This activity will not be a formal part of CBC, but still act as an
outlet for software and numerical methods developed within the
Center.
The described restructuring leaves CBC with four major
projects:

CBC and the Center for Cardiological Innovation. As mentioned
in the Annual Report for 2010, the Cardiac Computations (CC)
project is one of the two main research partners in the Center
for Cardiological Innovation (CCI), which is a new Center for Research Based Innovation (abbr. SFI in Norwegian) funded by the
Research Council of Norway. The host institution Oslo University
Hospital is the other major research partner, while GE Vingmed
Ultrasound is the main industrial partner of the CCI.
The CC project has two main research branches; one focusing on electrical activity in the heart, and the other focusing on
modeling the mechanical activity. Only the mechanics activity
was explicitly included in the original CBC proposal, but the entire CC project was later incorporated into CBC because of the
closely connected and partly overlapping scientific activities. As
described in previous years’ reports, this expansion was funded
through an increased own contribution to CBC from our host institution Simula Research Laboratory. Following the establishment
of CCI, it is natural that parts of the CC activity formally leaves
CBC to become part of the new center. The heart related activity left in CBC will be in accordance with the original plan in
the proposal, having its main focus on modeling the mechanical
properties of the muscle and its interaction with the blood flow.
This formal reduction of CBC activities will have very limited
practical consequences, since there are very tight links between
CBC and CCI. The scientific activities remain tightly coupled,
there are close collaboration between researchers in the two
centers, and CCI will rely heavily on computational tools developed in CBC. As such, the most important impact of establishing
CCI is the very tight links that are formed to the clinical community
at Oslo University Hospital, and in particular the strengthened industrial connections obtained through the collaboration with GE
Vingmed. CBC and CCI will together form a chain of activities
from fundamental long-term research to clinical use and commercial developments.

1) Computational Middleware:
Developing generic, high-performance, fundamental software
components for building the simulation programs needed in the
Center. The results will also serve the computational science
community with a new generation of widely applicable PDE software. At the core of the development is the finite element software suite FEniCS.
2) Robust Solvers:
Research on efficient, stable numerical methods with error and
uncertainty estimation, as well as implementation of such methods for problems arising within the two application projects Cardiac Computations and Biomedical Flows and Structures.
3) Cardiac Computations:
Research on medical problems involving models of electrophysiology and heart mechanics. The research runs along two tightly
coupled branches: one focusing on analyzing well established
mathematical models to uncover the intrinsic behavior of the
model and underlying physiology, and the other aiming for studying clinically relevant problems using complex coupled simulations of cardiac electrophysiology and mechanics.

People, Recruitment and
Gender Diversity
After several eventful years with substantial recruitment, and
some turnover, we have seen a decline in research staff in CBC
through 2011. There are three main reasons for this decline.
First, we have awaited the result of the mid-term evaluation before recruiting new people, as we wanted to check if the external
evaluation would point out areas that needed strengthening or
additional resources before hiring new people. Second, we have
refined our research project portfolio. Third, our host institution,
Simula, has been very generous in providing additional funding to
the center, on a year-to-year basis. During the last few years
CBC and Simula have attained several substantial new grants
that have made it necessary to divert some of the available Simula funding to other projects outside of the CBC scope. We
therefore see a drop in the total amount of man-years in the CBC
for 2011 compared to the previous years.

4) Biomedical Flows and Structures:
Research on biomedical flow and tissue interaction problems of
high clinical importance. In a short to medium time frame, the
applications to be targeted are aneurysm formation and rupture
in the Circle of Willis, the relation between Chiari I malformation
and cyst formation in the spinal chord, and the modeling of the
mitral valve and its interaction with blood flow. The research on
the mitral valve is headed by our partners at the Biomechanics
Division at the Department of Structural Engineering at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU), known as
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Three Ph.D. students have graduated during 2011: Kristoffer
Selim was employed as a researcher by our research partner FFI.
Joachim Berdal Haga was employed as a Scientific programmer
in Kalkulo AS, and Kristian Valen-Sendstad was recruited to a
postdoc position at Professor David Steinman’s highly recognized
group at the University of Toronto.
The mid-term evaluation states that “CBC has been successful in attracting and training graduate students and postdocs and
has achieved an impressive gender ratio among those, in spite
of very few women in senior ranks in this field, which is typical.
CBC has implemented aggressive measures and is continuing its
efforts to recruit women, in particular, by developing a program
to attract young women into the bachelor’s program in this field.
Notably, half of the PhD and postdoctoral candidates employed
in 2009-2010 have been women.”
We are pleased that the evaluation committee recognizes our
efforts in recruiting young talented researchers and our efforts in
establishing a gender inclusive and diverse research environment.
Even so, we feel that there is a long way to go before we reach our
ambitious goals in this area. We are still working on finding new
ways to recruit talented women. The Simula School of Research
and Innovation (SSRI) has developed a program called Prepare to
help motivate young female students to pursue studies within our
field of research. You will find more information on this project
under the heading “Education and Outreach”. We hope that our
effort in the future will provide a solid base of students to recruit
from, and hopefully more women will continue on to reach senior
rank.
As a closing remark, it is worth noting that although we emphasize establishing a gender diverse research environment, we
will always regard potential for scientific excellence as the single
most important criterion for recruiting new staff to the center.

The evaluation report awarded the center with the highest
possible grade: exceptionally good. We were especially pleased
by their opening remarks about the center: “CBC is a perfect
example of the benefits of the Centres of Excellence, in that the
establishment of the Centre has created the opportunity for developing a much broader vision than originally planned (tools developed have wide-spread applications to coupled multi-physics
problems) so that the Centre has already exceeded its original
ambitions, and, in the process developed unanticipated new national and international collaborations.”
The evaluation committee commended our efforts in securing
additional external funding, our role in the establishment of the
Centre for Research Based Innovation (CCI), and our success in
developing collaborations that provide necessary expertise to the
Center.
In closing, there were five recommendations for our next 5year period, which we will obviously pay close attention to in
years to come:
• “The Evaluation Committee recommends that the Centre put
significant effort into increasing its visibility in the biomedical field, and in particular, in expanding its publications in
the biomedical scientific literature.”
• “CBC should also work on building their international profile and ensure the wide use of computational tools that it
has created (and will create in the future).”
• “The Evaluation Committee also recommends that CBC take
advantage of the newly funded Centre for Research Based
Innovation to build its exit strategy.”
• “Efforts should continue to provide assistance to the Director so that he can pursue high quality research while
managing the Centre.”

CoE mid-term evaluation

• “The Centre should continue its efforts to establish a training program for a new generation of biomedical researchers
with strong skills in fluid dynamic modelling and modelling
of cardiac electrical activity.”

The midterm evaluation of CBC was conducted by the Research
Council in the fall of 2010, three and a half years after start-up of
the Center. The self-evaluation was submitted on Dec 1, 2010,
and detailed feedback from scientific experts was received in
the winter of 2011. The appointed international committee for
the evaluation of the eight Centers of Excellence with startup in 2007 met with the CBC management in March 2011. In
this meeting we presented the main results and the remaining
challenges for the period 2012-2017. The committee asked insightful questions and demonstrated a thorough understanding of
the mission, the achievements, and the potential of CBC, a fact
that was further reinforced in their final report.

These recommendations fit very well with our research plan
for the second five-year period, and we have already taken additional steps in this direction by incorporating some of them in our
milestones plan.
We are therefore happy to be on track with our research plans
and ambitions, and are excited about continuing our research after
this glowing review of the center.
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Through 2011 the scientific activities in CBC progressed according to plan, with no major new activities or changes in focus. Below we
give an overview of the main activities and the specific results obtained in 2011. The sections cover the four projects that have been
forming CBC through 2011: Computational Middleware, Robust Solvers, Biomedical Flows and Structures, and Cardiac Computing. The
activities at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU) and the Norwegian Defense Research Establishment (FFI)
contribute to the Robust Flow Solvers and the Biomedical Flows and Structures projects, but the size of these activities have been so
substantial that the research is described in separate sections.

Computational Middleware

translation. The inaugural paper about Mint was published at the
prestigious International Conference on Supercomputing in 2011,
which had an acceptance rate of 21.7%. A web site for Mint with
free download has also been established. Mint’s main developer,
Didem Unat, was newly granted the renowned Luis W. Alvarez
Postdoctoral Fellowship in Computational Science, at Lawrence
Berkeley National Lab. It is expected that Mint will increase the
productivity of many computational scientists, and further development of Mint won, at the end of 2011, a highly competitive
FRINATEK grant from the Research Council of Norway.
Second, the efficiency of parallel computations has also been
studied in the context of multicore CPUs. We investigated several performance-enhancing techniques and developed, in particular, a predictive performance model for typical parallel scientific
applications. The prediction model, together with our findings
about performance enhancement, is envisioned to help programmers with parallel CPU code optimization.
Third, the developed HPC methodologies have been applied
to several real-world applications, in collaboration with partners
at UCSD and the San Diego Supercomputer Center. Examples
include Mint-enabled CUDA code translation and optimization
that target earthquake simulation, feature detection in computer
vision, and simulation of geological folds. Applications having
benefited from effective use of multicore CPUs include simulation of particle-laden flows and modeling of basin-scale sediment
transport.

The FEniCS Project. A central theme of the Computational Middleware project is the development of reusable software components for computational science. Much of this activity revolves
around the FEniCS Project. FEniCS was initiated at the University of Chicago in 2003 as a collaborative project towards the
development of a mathematical framework and software for automated solution of differential equations. The initial version of
FEniCS consisted of the DOLFIN and FIAT libraries. Since then,
FEniCS has grown considerably and includes close to 20 different
software components. FEniCS is now developed in collaboration
between a number of research institutions and universities with
CBC as one of the main driving forces. FEniCS have been documented in a large number of journal publications, and has already
attracted a substantial user base.
The FEniCS paradigm for automated computing includes aspects of generality, simplicity, reliability and efficiency. In other
words, the FEniCS project seeks to develop an automated computing framework and associated techniques that target a large
class of problems (generality); that require a minimal amount of
user input (simplicity); that compute according to given quality requirements (reliability); and that utilize an optimal (small) amount
of resources (efficiency). These are ambitious and partly conflicting goals, and successfully fulfilling our ambitions for FEniCS is
therefore a very strong scientific result in itself.
In 2011, the FEniCS Project reached a major milestone with
the release of FEniCS 1.0, the completion of the FEniCS Book,
and the release of a new and much improved web site. With the
release of version 1.0, FEniCS is mature and ready for extensive
use by the international research community. An important focus
in the near future will be on maintaining FEniCS and supporting
users. Several FEniCS courses and lecture series are planned
in 2012. There are also plans to include FEniCS in University
courses. Another important focus will be on improving the performance and scalability of FEniCS.

The dual pressure used to drive the adaptive refinement in a
simulation of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations.

Parallel Computing. During 2011, research activities on highperformance computing (HPC) were also carried out in three topics outside the FEniCS context.
First, the Mint programming model was developed for the
purpose of greatly simplifying the programming of CUDA codes,
which can harness the extreme computing power of GPUs.
Thanks to Mint’s accompanying fully-automated C-to-CUDA
translator, users only need to add a few Mint pragmas to their
existing serial C codes. In case the computations involve finite
difference stencils, the current version of Mint’s automated code
optimizer can also apply diverse optimizations during the code

Adaptivity. In 2011, we refined the previously developed
methodology for automated adaptivity and error control, and integrated the methodology as part of the FEniCS software suite.
This allows users to solve static nonlinear partial differential
equations with fully automated adaptive error control. The interface for adaptive error control is available to both Python and
C++ users and released as part of FEniCS 1.0.
Kristoffer Selim successfully defended his PhD thesis on the
topic Adaptive Finite Element Methods for Fluid–Structure In-
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teraction and Incompressible Flow. The thesis develops a framework for general adaptive solution of the incompressible Navier–
Stokes equations, which allows standard splitting methods to be
combined with powerful tools from duality-based adaptive error
control for efficient adaptive mesh refinement and time-stepping.
The thesis further develops methodology for adaptive error control of fully coupled nonlinear fluid–structure interaction (FSI)
problems. Reference implementations of an adaptive Navier–
Stokes solver as well as an adaptive FSI solver are distributed as
part of the CBC.Solve suite of FEniCS.

user’s potentially complicated PDE models to be evaluated as a
function of uncertain input parameters. In the future, we plan to
further expand the applicability of the methodology and integrate
it with FEniCS based solvers.
Another topic pursued was on automatic model calibration.
The chosen model case was a sedimentation process in geology,
a problem of high interest in the Simula–Statoil collaboration.
The problem is in essence a system of two nonlinear diffusion
equations with uncertain parameters in the diffusion coefficients.
During 2011, the accuracy of the forward simulation for this problem was enhanced by a fully coupled, fully nonlinear, and fully
automated implementation of the so-called DEMOSTRAT system
in FEniCS. The stability of the time integration was increased by
the implementation of an L-stable third order accurate SDIRK
method. The forward model was coupled to an optimization procedure, making use of an automatically generated dual problem
in FEniCS, for fitting model parameters observations.
When testing the forward solver on the basin of lake Okeechobee in Florida, unphysical values for the sand fraction were
observed. The subsequent analysis confirmed that under certain
circumstances, the PDE system does allow for unphysical states.
Current research activities focus on the PDE model in order to
avoid unphysical states. The current goal is to develop a realistic
and stable model for two-lithology sedimentation and to calibrate
the model to real word data.

Model Calibration. This subject was introduced as part of the
renewal of the CBC project portfolio as part of the midterm evaluation. Validating models against measured data and quantifying
the model’s uncertainty are key topics for applying mathematical models to real-life situations. One aspect of the work conducted as part of the Model Calibration subproject has been to
use polynomial chaos expansions to quantify the overall uncertainty resulting from imprecise model parameters. The method
seems to create an accurate estimate with low computational
efforts. We have successfully generalized the method to maintain accuracy and simplicity in expression for arbitrarily complex
input distributions. A research focus has been generalizations
to multivariate dependent stochastic variables. The method has
been implemented as "black-box" software that only requires the

The computation of mesh intersections requires sophisticated search structures such as so-called bounding volume trees.
The left figures shows the root bounding box (blue) and the next two generations (red and green) of a gear mesh.
The right one shows the fourth level of the complete bounding box tree.

Robust Solvers

promising methodology based on Nitsche’s method on overlapping and intersecting meshes has been studied and implemented.
The implementation is particularly challenging in three space dimensions where the formulation of Nitsche’s method leads to
problems in the field of computational geometry. In 2011, we

Fluid–Structure Interaction on Complex Geometries. The modeling of fluid–structure interaction is a challenging problem, in
particular when the geometry is complex and the deformations
are large, which is often case for biomedical applications. A
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field. This makes the method and the FEniCS solver suitable for
treating both heat-transfer and phase-transfer equations coupled
to nonlinearly viscous fluid flow.
Another topic has been the development of efficient algorithms for solving static Hamilton–Jacobi equations. There are
many applications where fast, high quality solutions are needed,
including medical imaging, seismic processing, and the simulation
of geological folding. As a starting point, three stencils for the
Eikonal equation (of static Hamilton–Jacobi type) were compared
with respect to accuracy and efficiency. In 2011, we have also
developed and studied a Semi-Ordered Fast Iterative method for
front propagation.
Algorithms for the simulation of geological folded structures,
described as the position of a propagating front, have been investigated during 2011. This is a key component in software
developed by Kalkulo AS for Statoil. An interactive geological
modeling application allows users to test many geological scenarios faster, leading to a better understanding of the inner earth.
A powerful laptop is sufficient for an interactive geological modeling application in 2D, but the computational requirements are
vastly higher in 3D. In 3D the traditional algorithms are not fast
enough, and the needed computational time becomes a problem
for the user. One method to achieve faster solvers, and thereby
a user-friendly software, is by making use of GPUs. In 2011,
a three-dimensional Parallel Marching Method was developed.
The algorithm has a high level of parallelism. Because of its
simple structure, it can easily be translated to CUDA code that
runs on GPUs. This work show promising results for large scale
interactive simulations.
The modeling of particle transport in complex fluid flows is
a topic that is of particular interest for the modeling of aerosol
transport in the respiratory system, as well as for the transport of
mud and sand into deep ocean ravines. Over the last few years,
researchers at CBC have been looking into alternative methods
in order to simplify and efficiently simulate particle laden flows.
One such model uses a mesoscopic approach, where a hybrid
particle-continuum approach (lumps of particles) is used as the
computational entity instead of a continuum particle density. The
approach has already been successfully applied to dense particle
laden flows where particle collisions are prevalent. In 2011, a
particular focus has been on improving the numerical performance
of the lumped particle model. This work has been based on the
use of OpenMP for shared memory parallelism.

studied the application of Nitsche’s method to Poisson’s equation
and linear elasticity, and analyzed the extension to the Stokes
problem. The Robust Solvers team is currently investigating the
extension of the framework to fluid–structure interaction problems.

The figure shows a linear elastic body consisting of two domains
with different material parameters. The overlapping mesh methods
allow to compute the deformation with the domains represented
by two completely independent meshes.

Applications in Geoscience. In 2011, we investigated the application of FEniCS tools to the solution of problems in geoscience.
This work was motivated by the fact that simulation codes used
in geoscience are typically strongly specialized to the problem
at hand. We anticipate that a more generic FEniCS based solver
can be more easily be adapted to changing models, in particular the choice of constitutive equations. In a mantle convection
study, using a FEniCS solver, it was found that a discontinuous
Galerkin scheme is able to track interfaces between different
materials with higher accuracy than traditional approaches in the

Biomedical Flows and Structures

less than 1% annually. Surgical treatment of cerebral aneurysms
is complicated and risky, and deciding whether to intervene or not
is therefore extremely difficult. Accurate assessment of the risk
of rupture would make this decision easier, but the assessment
is difficult to do in a patient-specific manner.

The purpose of the Biomedical Flows and Structures (BFS) project
is to apply the numerical methods and software developed in the
Computational Middleware and Robust Solvers projects in a few
selected important applications having the potential for making
impact on clinical medicine.
The first application concerns the blood flow in the Circle of
Willis, an arterial network located at the base of the brain. The
project is motivated by the fact that during a lifetime, 1-6% of the
general population develops aneurysms in or near the Circle of
Willis. Aneurysms are balloon-shaped bulges of the vessel wall,
which may rupture and lead to a fatal stroke. However, the risk
for rupture of an existing aneurysm is low – usually estimated to

We are currently investigating how computational fluid dynamics can be used to improve individual risk determination. The
reasoning behind this effort is that the vessel anatomy varies a
lot between patients and that this variation naturally causes differences in the flow pattern and forces acting on the vessel wall.
Our aim is to establish flow characteristics that can assist neurosurgeons in their assessment of which patients and aneurysms
to treat.
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In 2011, the direct numerical simulation study of turbulence
within cerebral aneurysms (mentioned in the 2010 Annual Report) was published in the prestigious Journal of Biomechanics.
The study was also presented at several international conferences and received recognition both in the research community
and mass media in Norway. This year we have extended the study
and correlated complex flow with rupture status in a study of 12
patients with cerebral aneurysms. The main finding of these studies is that cerebral blood flow is more complex than previously
believed, and that the common assumption of laminar flow should
be regarded with suspicion. The latter result may have important
clinical implications, and may also considerably complicate the
numerical simulations, since very high resolution (accuracy) is
needed to capture the complex features of the flow. Standard
simulation approaches operate with resolutions that neglect the
evolution of major non-laminar flow effects. Dr. Kristian ValenSendstad defended his PhD dissertation on this topic in 2011.
His results also hit the mass media in Norway.
The second application addressed by the BFS project concerns the oscillating flow of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) in the
cranio-cervical region, and the flow’s association with the development of syringomelia (cysts within the spinal cord). Such
cysts are often found in patients with the Chiari I malformation, a
state characterized by having abnormal position of the cerebellar
tonsils (i.e., the brain is somewhat sunken down in the neck). The
abnormal position of the tonsils obstructs the natural flow of CSF,
and it is hypothesized that the abnormal flow pattern is a cause
for syringomelia. The knowledge of the fundamental physical and
medical processes is still limited, but surgery has proven to be an
effective treatment.
To increase the understanding of syringomelia and the effect
of tonsilar obstructions on CSF flow, we use advanced medical
imaging techniques and fluid dynamics simulations to get a detailed picture of the velocity field and in particular the resulting
stress that acts on the spinal cord. We work with both idealized and patient-specific geometries. The research on CSF flow
is done in close collaboration with a neuroradiologist from the
University hospital in Wisconsin. In 2011, we have considered
the spinal cord as a porous elastic media under simplified conditions, demonstrating that the presence of the central canal in
the spinal cord (the central canal typically vanish as we grow
into adulthood) significantly alter the pressure distribution within

the spinal cord. This finding resulted in a publication in the Journal of Neuroradiology. We will further develop this model in
the following years. We have also conducted our first patient
study, involving twelve subjects. This study confirms that the
flow resistance of the spinal canal in patients with the Chiari I
malformation differs significantly from that of healthy subjects,
(see figure below).

Peak velocity magnitude of CSF flow in three Chiari patients.
The displayed velocity magnitude-range has been rescaled
in order to improve visualization.

Also, we have investigated the influence of increased heartrate (120 beats per minute) in idealized anatomies, demonstrating
that flow and pressure variations caused by increased heart-rate
might even exceed the increment caused by the Chiari malformation, in these idealized geometries. Together with FFI we have
also obtained funding from Column of Hope for investigations on
the complexity of CSF flow dynamics. Finally, Dr. Kent-Andre
Mardal was invited as a speaker to the "First CSF Hydrodynamics
Symposium" in Zurich, indicating that our research in this field has
been recognized internationally.
In addition to the main focus on clinically relevant medical
applications, researchers in the BFS project have been closely
involved with the FEniCS 1.0 release and the FEniCS book, and
are also involved in development of more general-purpose numerical methods for partial differential equations. A particular focus
area in 2011 has been efficient solvers for inverse problems and
optimal control problems, which have a number of important applications in biomedical research.

CBC@NTNU

ternationally well recognized. Nonlinear finite element and finite
volume methods are the basic numerical approaches for solving
the governing equations. Irrespective of having to solve basic research issues, the overall goal is to develop tools that can assist
in clinical practice by means of better diagnosis and treatment.
A strong interaction with clinicians and researchers with medical
background is required to make success in this direction.

The Biomechanics Division at the Department of Structural Engineering at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology
(NTNU), known as CBC@NTNU in the CBC context, has a focus
on three biomechanical research tracks; cardiovascular applications, mitral valve applications, and bone mechanics. The two
former research tracks partially overlap, whereas the latter is a
more autonomous discipline in its own right.
Some of the topics have a relatively clinical scope, whereas
others are of a more fundamental research type. Substantial
efforts are put into establishing representative material models,
which are of paramount importance in computer simulations. Advanced material modeling remains at the core of the activities at
CBC@NTNU, and the group’s strong competence in this area is in-

As a natural continuation of the last years’ focus on constitutive modeling of the mitral valve, we have published a paper on
active muscle contraction of mitral valve leaflets during systole.
Results from the mitral valve research were also presented on
national and international conferences.
Biomedical fluid-structure interaction problems have been in
focus for several years. We have made significant progress with
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using ultrasound measurements of the heart wall motion as a
prescribed boundary condition in fluid flow in the left ventricle of
the heart. We also study other simplifications of full 3D fluidstructure interaction models to arrive at computationally feasible
simulation strategies.
A researcher from the NTNU Biomechanics group was also
involved in research on the optics of bruising, that resulted in a
book chapter for a Springer book on this topic. Optical-thermal

response of laser irradiated tissue.
In May 2011 the group co-organized the biannual computational mechanics conference MekIT, resulting in a book with
the conference proceedings. Several of the CBC projects contributed with papers. The group was also active in organizing
a biomechanics track in the international conference “CFD2011:
8th International Fluid Dynamics in the Oil & Gas, Metallurgical
and Process Industries”.

Velocity profiles projections: Velocity profiles at different time points during the cardiac cycle. The velocity profiles are
represented as cross section normal projections of the velocity magnitude at different cross sections in the DV and LPV.
Four time points during the cardiac cycle are illustrated; t1 , arterial contraction; t2 , ventricular systole; t3 ,
end systole; t4 ,ventricular diastole, given by the maximum velocity tracing at the DV isthmus, Vmax,DVisth .

CBC@FFI/UCy

The nature of the problems calls for numerical simulations of
various levels of sophistication. Direct numerical simulations
(DNS) of the Navier-Stokes equations are usually considered
equivalent to actual experimentation and are required to fully
resolve and understand fundamental physical characteristics of
a flow. As part of the Biomedical Flows and Structures project,
DNS conducted at FFI has been used to study transition to turbulence in intracranial aneurysms. Simulations have been performed
with the Stanford code CDP, which utilizes MPI for parallell performance on unstructured meshes.
CFD problems presents many tough challenges for scientific
computing software. Flows are usually modelled by the NavierStokes equations, represented by a nonlinear system of PDEs
where velocity is non trivially coupled with pressure. Furthermore, the applications addressed by CBC typically include flows
that interact with hyperelastic walls, particles, droplets or porous
media. Most applications investigated with CFD today are built
by adding more and more PDE systems on top of the basic fluid
flow model. For example, while studying aerosol deposition in the
lungs we have coupled the Navier-Stokes equations with a turbulence model, a Lagrangian model for each transported particle
and a model for deposition of particles on walls.
In fact, the needs of CFD is simply a very flexible software
environment for systems of nonlinear PDEs. To meet these needs,
FFI and CBC have collaborated on building the completely general
CBC.PDESys (https://launchpad.net/cbcpdesys) Python package
on top of FEniCS. The purpose of the package is to offer the
computational scientist an efficient way of:

The Applied Fluid Mechanics group at the Norwegian Defence
Research Establishment (FFI) and the UCy-CompSci Center at
the University of Cyprus have since 2008 contributed with their
fluid mechanics competence to the biomedical flow activities in
CBC. Their contribution has mainly been organized as a part of the
consortium project “Aerosols: Dispersion, Transport, and Consequences”, managed by FFI.
The purpose of the project has primarily been to advance our
ability to computationally predict the dispersion and transport of
aerosols (droplets or solid particles) in open air and in the human
airways. The dispersion of aerosols is important in a wide range
of biomedical, security, and environmental applications, ranging
from medicine delivered in the form of aerosols through the use
of inhalator sprays to the dispersion of chemical, biological, and
radiological (CBR) agents due to serious accidents or terrorist
acts.
By nature, the prediction of the aerosol transport and dispersion processes is extremely complex. The complexity arises from
interdependency of the many physical processes involved, such
as turbulence, agglomeration/break-ups, gravity, deposition, and
physical characteristics and size of the aerosol itself, and its dependence on for instance humidity, sunlight, and temperature.
The physical and numerical problems that arise while studying
these complex flows have numerous applications to other activities in the Robust Solvers and Biomedical Flows and Structures
projects. Some research in this project has also been using new
FEniCS based software components developed in the two previously mentioned projects.

• specifying possibly large, complicated systems of PDEs,
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• dividing each system of PDEs into subsystems that are
solved either fully coupled or segregated,
• linearizing nonlinear PDEs in a flexible way (Picard or Newton strategies),

The package targets any system of PDEs, but the applications so far have been restricted to CFD and RANS models. The
code framework, CBC.PDESys, has been released in 2011 as an
open source development project.

The dual velocity used to drive the adaptive refinement in a simulation of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations.

Cardiac Computations

computational modeling activities. The main industrial partner is
GE Vingmed Ultrasound, and the long term goal is to develop the
next generation in cardiac ultrasound scanners, which combine
high quality imaging with advanced patient-specific computational models to provide new clinical insight. More specifically,
the main goals of the Center are to contribute to improved therapy
for heart failure (HF), and to improve on existing risk assessment
for patients with a previous myocardial infarction (MI). HF is a
huge and growing health problem, which is characterized by a
multi-faceted and complex disease development. Improved general understanding of HF, and in particular more individualized
therapy based on improved knowledge of the individual patient,
may lead to substantial benefits. For post-Mi patients it is critical
to identify the groups that are at risk of life threatening arrhythmia. For these patients an Implantable Cardioverter Defibrillator
(ICD) is often an effective treatment, but it is important to identify the groups that will actually benefit from this expensive and
invasive procedure. By combining advanced image analysis with
patient-specific computer simulations we aim to improve the selection criteria for these patients. CCI was officially established
September 1, 2011, but the research in the CaMo group has been
geared towards the Center’s goals since it was officially granted
in December 2010. Through 2011 the activity has been through
a start-up phase, with a high focus on recruitment, strengthening
the important collaborations with Oslo University Hospital and
GE Vingmed, and developing fundamental tools to be used in
patient-specific simulations based on ultrasound images.

From 2011, CBC’s Cardiac Computations project has been equivalent to the Computational Cardiac Modeling (CaMo) department
at Simula Research Laboratory. The goal for the CaMo group is to
apply computer simulations to increase our general understanding of heart physiology and pathology, with the long term aim of
contributing to improved therapy for heart disease. Particular focus areas are cardiac arrhythmias and cardiac electro-mechanical
coupling.

Another organizational change for the CaMo group in 2011
resulted from the funding of the project In Silico Heart Heart Failure - Tools for Accelerating Biomedical Research (inHeart). The
project is funded by the eVita program of the RCN, and aims to
develop efficient and reliable computational tools for modeling
electro-mechanical interactions in the heart. The overall goal of
the inHeart project is two-fold; to advance the existing state-ofthe-art in computer simulations for electro-mechanical coupling,
and to use this tools for improved understanding of HF. The project
is headed by Dr Joakim Sundnes, and through 2011 the project
has employed one PhD student to work on numerical methods for
cardiac electro-mechanics, and one PostDoc to work on material

The CC project simulates electrical and mechanical
activity in the heart, using detailed anatomical geometries
constructed from MRI and echo images.

As described above, the most significant event of the CaMo
department in 2011 was the opening of the Center for Cardiological Innovation (CCI), a Center for Research Based Innovation
funded by the RCN. The Center is hosted at Oslo University Hospital and headed by Professor Thor Edvardsen, with Dr Molly
Maleckar from CBC as Deputy Head in charge of the Center’s
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models for contracting heart muscle tissue. From 2012 a second PostDoc has been employed, who will increase the projects’
activity on developing efficient and reliable computational tools.
Dr Sam Wall succeeded in getting postdoc funding from a
highly competitive basic science program in the Research Council. The aim of his project is to model novel tissue engineering
based therapies for HF, which blends nicely with the overall goals
of the inHeart project as well as the well-established research
plans for both CBC and CCI.
Although the research through 2011 has naturally been focused on staffing and initiating the new projects, the group has
maintained its focus on existing activities, in particular the use
of stability analysis to investigate sources of cardiac arrhythmia, model based studies of anti-arrhythmic drug targets, and
modeling electro-mechanical interaction in infarcted hearts. A

number of papers were published on stability analysis and drug effects, one paper studying mechano-electric feedback in infarcted
sheep hearts was published American Journal of Physiology, and
several papers were published on numerical methods for solving
partial and ordinary differential equations, both for models specific to cardiac physiology and for other applications. On a final
note, researchers in the CC project contributed to an interesting
multi-institutional study in 2011, which benchmarks a number
of widely used simulators for cardiac electro-physiology. Interestingly, the study revealed significant differences between the
different solvers. With the growing focus on using computer simulations in clinical applications, this study is the first in a number
of essential steps to verify and consolidate the applied simulation
tools.
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The FEniCS project

biomedical research. In cases where analytical and experimental
approaches are either inadequate, too costly, or even impossible,
scientific computing can open new avenues to discovery, insight,
and prediction.
Traditionally, scientific computing has been a tool reserved
for experts; expert knowledge is needed in understanding the
features of the application, in designing and programming numerical algorithms, and in evaluating the validity of the computations.
The field has been marked by highly specialized software, long
development cycles, and a high level of expert user intervention.
The effect is a gap between state-of-the-art scientific computing
and research applications.
The FEniCS Project seeks to bridge this gap. Through automated computing, we seek to provide effective tools that facilitate and accelerate research and development in all areas of
science and engineering. Our vision for automated computing is
a fully automated process from the specification of a problem to
its solution. We seek to build a system that allows application
scientists and engineers to specify their problems with minimal
effort, without compromising the complexity of the problem, and
to quickly compute solutions that are guaranteed to satisfy a
given quality standard. With the release of FEniCS 1.0, these
goals have now been realized for static nonlinear partial differential equations. As an example, we show in the figure below
an automatically refined mesh of the human atria modeled by an
anisotropic hyperelastic body. The mesh is automatically refined
to meet a given tolerance for the error in the wall stresses at a
given location.

After almost ten years of intense development, we made our first
official release of FEniCS, version 1.0, in the fall of 2011. FEniCS
1.0 is the result of an international research project initiated at
the University of Chicago in 2003, with key contributions from
researchers at CBC.

Successful combination of generality, simplicity, efficiency, and
reliability has so far been extremely difficult to obtain in software
for partial differential equations. FEniCS is a pioneering project in
this respect, enabling users to specify a problem with little effort
and solve the problem with high efficiency.

Automated Computing. Scientific computing permeates the
physical sciences and engineering, and is increasingly impacting

An automatically refined mesh of the human atria modeled as an anisotropic hyperelastic material.
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An Evolving Interface. Over the years, our focus has been as
much on the development of efficient implementations (backends) as on the design of an intuitive and automated problem
solving environment for the solution of partial differential equations. As a result, the FEniCS user interface has evolved over the
years. This has led to some frustration among users when applications need to be updated to an evolving interface, but the result
is a matured and polished user interface that we believe provides
a much improved experience for FEniCS users. With the release
of FEniCS 1.0, the interface has been stabilized, and will remain
fixed to facilitate the maintenance of libraries and applications
depending on FEniCS. The code snippet below demonstrates the
ease by which one may specify and solve a partial differential
equation in FEniCS, in this case the Poisson’s equation solved by
a regular Galerkin finite element method.

The FEniCS Book was completed in 2011
and will be in stores in March 2012.

# Define variational problem
a = dot(grad(u), grad(v))*dx
L = f*v*dx
# Compute solution
u = Function(V)
solve(a == L, u, bc)
While any PDE solver framework can show beautiful code
for solving Poisson’s equation, the beauty is often gone when
addressing numerically much more complicated problems. The
strength of FEniCS is that few modifications are necessary in the
program shown for incorporating more challenging models and
numerics. For example, mixed methods for Poisson’s are realized
with very few additional lines. So are extensions to coupled problems, e.g., thermo-elasticity or poro-elasticity. Nonlinearities and
time-dependence also scale with about the same complexity in
the code as in the mathematical notation. For example, a system
of 18 highly-coupled nonlinear PDEs for turbulent flow was realized in a few pages of code, giving the computational scientist full
flexibility in linearizing the equations, choosing the approximation
order, and experiment with various constitutive relations. Add-on
features like error control, overlapping grids for fluid-structure
interactions, automatic generation of adjoint equations, and coupling to uncertainty analysis are topics in current focus which
may position FEniCS to solve important scientific problems that
are difficult to treat with other types of finite element software.

FEniCS is supported by extensive online documentation.

Ease of Installation. Installation of the big suite of FEniCS software remained a challenge for many years, in part due to the
large number of third-party libraries that the FEniCS software depends on (e.g., PETSc and Trilinos). We therefore made ease of
installation a high priority and we can now offer prebuilt binaries
for GNU/Linux (Debian and Ubuntu), Mac OS X and Windows, as
well as an automated installation script for other platforms. For
example, getting the complete (and highly complex) FEniCS suite
on an Ubuntu laptop is just a matter of doing the well-known
sudo apt-get install fenics, as FEniCS and its dependencies are
accepted components of Ubuntu (or Debian to be more precise).

Extensive Documentation. Over the last couple of years, we
have also worked hard to add an important missing piece to the
FEniCS Project: good documentation. We can now provide an
extensive tutorial, detailed API documentation, and a range of
documented demos. In addition, we have recently completed
the work on a 700-page book that documents the methodology
behind the FEniCS Project and highlights a number of applications in computational science based on FEniCS. The book
is titled Automated Solution of Differential Equations by the
Finite Element Method and is published as Volume 84 of the
Springer Lecture Notes in Computational Science and Engineering. The book can be downloaded for free as a PDF file from the
FEniCS web page and has already been downloaded 5,000 times.

FEniCS provides prebuilt packages for Debian, Ubuntu,
Mac OS X and Windows.

Going Forward. After the release of 1.0, we look forward to
adding new and exciting features to FEniCS. Items of current
interest include improved (and optimized) support for parallel
computing, improved adaptive mesh refinement (and coarsening), improved support for computing on non-matching overlapping meshes, and automated discretization of ODEs and timedependent PDEs.
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The Simula School (SSRI)

University Teaching

Being hosted by Simula Research Laboratory, CBC has access to
a well-developed infrastructure for education of new researchers
through doctoral and postdoctoral studies. In particular, all
Ph.D. students and postdoctoral fellows at CBC are affiliated
with the Simula School of Research and Innovation, which is the
organizational instrument for all levels of education at Simula
Research Laboratory. This ensures a professional framework for
our Ph.D. students and postdocs with respect to their research
and career development. The added value of our association
with SSRI consists of enhanced support in supervision, mentoring and recruitment, as well as special courses on topics such as
communication of scientific research and entrepreneurship.
During 2011, SSRI has put significant resources into buildup
of the relationship with University of California San Diego (UCSD).
In total, 5 researchers from CBC, including two postdoctoral fellows, visited UCSD on travel grants from SSRI. The visits lasted
from one week to three months. These interactions between
researchers from Simula and UCSD are complemented by joint
publications and development on joint research proposals. UCSD
is a public university with more than 27,000 students, that is of
about the same size as the University of Oslo (UiO). In the 2011
ARWU (Shanghai) ranking, UCSD holds 10th place in Engineering/Technology and Computer Sciences, and 15th place overall.
This university conducts world-class research within the core
areas of Simula, including scientific computing and biomedical
problems. At the graduate level, the National Research Council
ranks UCSD first in the United States in bioengineering, biological sciences, and oceanography and atmospheric sciences. These
fields are relevant to Simula’s research areas, and the first field
listed is particularly relevant to to the activities in CBC. The university also scores strongly overall, with almost two-thirds of the
doctoral programs ranked in the top 20 in their field, and is the
second best public university in the United States after University
of California, Berkeley.
Through 2011, SSRI has continued close collaboration with
Statoil through research programs that include Ph.D. and postdoc
positions. The school also receives one million kroner annually
from the Municipality of Bærum, funding the Leif Tronstad scholarship for PhD studies. During the year, SSRI has continued its
campaign for science awareness among of young people. This
campaign, named Prepare, is run in collaboration with Akershus
fylke and the Municipalities of Asker, Bærum, and Oslo. It is
based on the Engineering Ambassadors program developed at
Penn State University in the United States, which has proven
to be successful in attracting students to engineering studies.
Through training and guidance, young university students are prepared to become mentors, giving tailored talks about science to
pupils in secondary and upper secondary schools. Originally, the
Prepare campaign had a special focus on recruiting females to science studies, partly through selecting female mentors and partly
by the design of the message delivered through the mentors’ presentation. In its current phase, the campaign has an enlarged
focus area and also includes male mentors. The training of the
mentors has been designed and implemented in close collaboration with communication experts from Penn State University.

Nearly all senior CBC researchers are involved with university
teaching. The Simula-based staff lecture at the University of
Oslo, mainly at the Department of Informatics, our collaborators
in the Biomechanics Division at NTNU gives courses at the Department of Structural Engineering at NTNU, and the collaborators
at FFI have created courses in fluid mechanics at the University
of Oslo. CBC associates at the University of California, San
Diego (UCSD) are involved with teaching computer science and
bioengineering courses at UCSD.
CBC continues to develop the introductory programming
course for science students (INF1100) at the University of Oslo,
as well as the slightly more advanced course on problem solving
with scripting tools (INF3331). As CBC has accumulated a lot of
new knowledge and experience, we see a growing need to update
our advanced courses on numerical solution of partial differential
equations, continuum mechanical modeling, and medical applications at the University of Oslo. Besides a streamlined, structured
education of MSc, PhD and postdoc candidates within CBC, a
renewed course portfolio will serve many other scientific groups
in the Oslo region. Short-courses based on these efforts have the
potential to be spread to a much larger international community
and will fit well with an increased focus on bringing the FEniCS
software out to application scientists and engineers.
As described in previous reports, CBC teachers are closely
involved in the Computers in Science Education (CSE) project,
which aims to change the way science is taught at universities. By partly replacing the traditional, analytical pen and paper
approach with numerical programming, our goal is to enable students to consider more advanced and relevant problems at an
earlier stage. Furthermore, the traditional way of teaching normally requires a high focus on advanced algebra and local tricks
needed to treat solve problems analytically. Numerical solution
methods are often more general, and enables the students to focus more on the actual problems to be solved, and to get a more
in-depth understanding of the underlying physics. CSE is a very
long-term effort which demands many challenges. For example,
there is an urgent need for new textbooks where hands-on programming and simulation are integrated with classical theory, and
there are still many professors who need to adopt and develop
the computational approach to science teaching.
For CBC the CSE project is about bringing the tools and
working habits of our research to students. Hopefully, this modern approach can improve recruitment and draw attention to the
subjects we are dealing with in the center.
The CSE was awarded the prize for best learning environment
(“godt læringsmiljø”) by the University of Oslo on the occasion of
the University’s 200th anniversary on September 2, 2011. This
is a significant recognition of the importance of CSE at the University, showing support both from the top management and the
students. The prize included a 250 000,- NOK grant to further
develop the project (see http://tinyurl.com/84hwgs9). The government, through the Department of Knowledge, has for some
years supported the project financially at the same scale.
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In the appendices below, we use several abbreviations:
ADM
The Administration unit at Simula
BFS
Biomedical Flows and Structures (CBC project)
CBC
Center for Biomedical Computing
CC
Cardiac Computations (CBC project)
CM
Computational Middleware (CBC project)
F
Female
FFI
Norwegian Defence Research Establishment
HOST Simula Research Laboratory (SRL)
M
Male

NTNU
RCN
RS
SRL
SSRI
UiO
UMB
UmU
UW

Norwegian University of Science and Technology
Research Council of Norway
Robust Solvers (CBC project)
Simula Research Laboratory (CBC host institution)
Simula School of Research and Innovation
University of Oslo
Norwegian University of Life Sciences
Umeå University
University of Wisconsin

Staff
Senior scientists 2011: 20 people, 9.0 man-years
Name

Gender

Period

M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
F
M
M
M
F
M
M
M
M
M
M

01.01.2008-31.12.2011
01.04.2007-31.12.2012
01.07.2009-30.06.2012
01.08.2007-31.03.2017
01.01.2008-31.12.2012
24.05.2007-31.03.2017
01.08.2007-31.12.2011
01.04.2007-31.03.2017
01.04.2007-31.03.2017
01.01.2009-31.03.2017
01.12.2009-31.05.2011
24.05.2007-31.03.2017
01.04.2007-31.05.2011
01.01.2008-31.12.2012
01.01.2009-01.07.2011
01.04.2007-31.01.2011
11.06.2007-30.06.2012
01.04.2007-30.06.2011
15.06.2008-30.06.2012
01.04.2007-31.03.2017
01.01.2011-01.07.2011

Achim Schroll
Anders Logg
Andrew D. McCulloch
Aslak Tveito
Bjørn Anders Pettersson Reif
Bjørn H. Skallerud
Glenn Terje Lines
Hans Petter Langtangen
Joakim Sundnes
Kent-Andre Mardal
Kirsten ten Tusscher
Leif Rune Hellevik
Mats G. Larson
Mikael Mortensen
Molly Maleckar
Ola Skavhaug
Scott Baden
Svein Linge
Victor Haughton
Xing Cai
Øyvind Andreassen

CBC share
20%
100%
10%
28%
14%
45%
50%
30%
100%
100%
10%
45%
40%
60%
100%
100%
20%
20%
20%
100%
33%

Project

Funding

CG, CM
RS, CM
CC
CC
RS, BFS, Labexp
BFS
CC
CM, RS, BFS
CC, RS
BFS, CM, RS, CC
CC
BFS
CM, RS
RS, CM, BFS, Labexp
CC
CC, CM
CM
BFS
BFS
CM, RS, CC
RS, BFS

SSRI
HOST
HOST
HOST
CBC
NTNU
HOST
HOST
HOST
HOST
HOST
NTNU
50% UmU + 50% CBC
CBC
HOST
HOST
CBC
CBC
70% UW and 30% CBC
HOST
67% FFI and 33% CBC

Postdoctoral candidates 2011: 12 people, 7.7 man-years
Name

Gender

Anders Helgeland
Harish Narayanan
Harish Narayanan
Johan Elon Hake
Kristian Valen-Sendstad
Lyudmyla Vynnytska
Marie Rognes
Martin Alnæs
Murat Tutkun
Omar al-Khayat
Samuel Wall
Stuart Clark
Victorien Prot

M
M
M
M
M
F
F
M
M
M
M
M
M

Period

CBC share

01.01.2009-31.12.2011
24.09.2011-30.09.2012
24.09.2010-23.09.2011
02.11.2009-31.12.2011
21.05.2011-30.06.2012
01.05.2010-30.04.2011
02.06.2009-31.12.2012
01.04.2011-01.04.2015
03.10.2008-30.06.2011
28.05.2010-27.05.2012
01.01.2011-01.09.2012
01.01.2008-31.03.2012
01.09.2008-31.12.2011

10%
100%
100%
20%
20%
80%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
30%
100%
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Project

Funding

BFS
CC
CC
CC, CM
BFS
CM
CM, RS
CM, RS, BFS
RS, Labexp
CM, RS
CC, RS
CM, RS
BFS

FFI
RCN grant 205349/F30
HOST
CBC
CBC
SSRI
CBC
RCN grant 209951/F20
FFI
SSRI
RCN grant 205381/F20
SSRI
NTNU

Ph.D. students 2011: 18 people, 11.3 man-years
Name

Gender

Andre Massing
Anna Blechingberg
Aron Wahlberg1
Benjamin Kehlet
Bernardo Lino de Oliveira
Didem Unat
Fahrsad Goudarzi
Jonathan Feinberg
Karen-Helene Støverud
Kristian Valen-Sendstad
Kristoffer Selim
Omar al-Khayat
Paul Roger Leinan
Rolv Erlend Bredesen2
Sigrid Kaarstad Dahl
Tim Dorscheidt
Tor Gillberg
Wenjie Wei

M
F
M
M
M
F
M
M
F
M
M
M
M
M
F
M
M
M

Period

CBC share

01.04.2009-31.03.2012
28.05.2010-27.05.2011
08.09.2009-31.10.2011
01.09.2010-31.08.2013
01.06.2011-31.05.2014
11.09.2007-01.01.2012
10.01.2010-09.01.2014
15.08.2009-14.08.2013
01.01.2010-31.12.2013
21.05.2008-20.05.2011
01.01.2008-31.03.2011
01.01.2008-27.05.2010
10.09.2007-01.04.2012
01.04.2007-13.03.2012
15.08.2008-30.01.2012
01.11.2008-01.04.2011
01.03.2010-28.02.2013
01.10.2008-01.10.2011

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

Project

Funding

RS, CM
BFS
RS
RS
CC
CM
BFS
CM, RS
BFS
BFS, RS
RS
RS, CM
BFS
CM
BFS
CC
CM
CM

RCN grant 180450/V30
Medinova + CBC
RCN grant 180450/V30
UiO + CBC
RCN grant 205349/F30
CBC
NTNU
SSRI
UiO + CBC
SSRI
RCN grant 180450/V30
SSRI
NTNU
90% UiO + 10% CBC
SSRI
CBC
Kalkulo AS and RCN grant 202101/I40
SSRI

Technical and administrative staff 2011: 10 people, 2.8 man-years
Name

Gender

Andreas Elstad Johansen
Emma Wingstedt
Gabriella Rutkowska
Hege Johnsrud
Ida Norderhaug Drøssdal
Ivar Framnes
Johannes Hofaker Ring
Steve Cole
Tom David Atkinson
Tone Erfjord

M
F
F
F
F
M
M
M
M
F

Period

CBC share

01.05.2011-31.12.2011
01.01.2008-31.12.2012
01.05.2011-31.12.2011
01.04.2007-31.03.2017
01.05.2011-31.12.2011
01.05.2011-31.12.2011
01.01.2008-31.03.2017
01.01.2010-31.03.2017
01.05.2007-31.03.2017
01.01.2011-31.12.2012

15%
2%
10%
5%
10%
10%
100%
5%
88%
10%

Project

Funding

CBC@Simula
CBC@FFI
CBC@Simula
ADM
CBC@Simula
CBC@Simula
CBC@Simula
ADM
ADM
ADM

CBC
FFI/UCy
CBC
HOST
CBC
CBC
CBC
HOST
CBC
HOST

Guest researchers 2011: 1 people, 0.4 man-years
Name

Gender

Ralph Lorentzen

M

1 A.
2 R.

Period
01.01.2008-30.06.2012

CBC share
40%

Project

Funding

CM

HOST

Wahlberg has had a leave of absence during the period 01.01.2011-31.10.2011.
Bredesen has had a leave of absence during the period 01.01.2011-31.10.2011.
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Development of staff (no. of individuals/man-years)
Position
Senior scientists
Post docs
Ph.D. students
Technical and administrative
Guest researchers

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

19/7.1
8/4.1
7/3.2
10/3.5
0/0

28/13.4
17/8.8
16/11.3
12/5.8
2/0.7

28 /13.8
14/10.1
18/13.7
11/4.1
2/1.5

24/10.5
16/9.9
19/15.9
9/3.3
2/0.5

20/9.0
12/7.7
20/11.3
10/2.8
1/0.4

Accounting and Budget
Below, we present the main figures regarding the CBC budget and funding. The operating revenues and expenses represent the funding
and cost that we control our selves. The income in kind and operating expenses in kind presents representative figures from activities
and people within the CBC project, but with the funding and costs outside of CBC’s books.
The SFF grant from the Research Counsil of Norway now represents 25% of the total funding of CBC activities, instead of the
approximately 65% that was originally intended in our proposal. As previously mentioned in this report, we have been fortunate to
secure a substantial amount of funding to the center through other RCN grants and national and international collaboration. During
the last couple of years we have managed to get funding of several projects through funding agencies that focus on medical research,
(University Hospital of Northern Norway, Stine Sofie Stiftelsen and Column of Hope). While the main part of the CBC funding still
originates from grants covering mathematical- and natural sciences, this new development is a good indication that our research has
matured to a level where it merits funding from the medical community.
While securing funding is necessary, the resources must also be spent wisely. The 2011 accounts show a surplus of 2 481 kNOK,
that we will transfer to the 2012 to 2017 budget. The main reason for this surplus is twofold:
1) We have waited for the result of the mid-term evaluation in order to evaluate which projects we needed to strengthen.
2) It takes time to find and hire the right people for new projects.
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Operating Revenues
RCN CoE founding
Allocation from earlier years
Host - Simula Research Laboratory
Other income RCN
Other income
Sum operating revenues
Income in kind:
SSRI
NTNU
University of Oslo
University of Umeå
Host – Simula Research Laboratory
Kalkulo AS
FFI and University of Cyprus
Norwegian University of Life Sciences
Medinova
University of California, San Diego (UCSD)
University of Wisconsin
Sum income in kind
Total income
Operating Expenses
Cost of labour
Indirect costs
Outsourcing of R&D services
Equipment
Other operating expenses
Sum operating expenses
Operating expenses in kind:
Cost of labour
Indirect costs
Other operating expenses
Sum operating expenses in kind
Total operating expenses
Year end allocation

Note

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10

Note

11

12

11
12

Account 2010

Budget 2011

Account 2011

Budget 2012

8,180
-1,390
8,182
3,435
696
20,376

8,201
0
4,598
1,883
0
14,589

8,201
6,458
6,943
90
21,692

7,500
2,481
4,398

14,379

7,865
3,217
1,460
165
288
687
1,577
68
445
459
54
16,285
36,778

4,000
1,400
1,700
165

3,446
3,319
1,628
170

2,000
2,400
1,600
150

850
1,700

427
1,086

300
10,115
24,704

629
29
10,734
32,426

20
6,170
20,549

Account 2010

Budget 2011

Account 2011

Budget 2012

14,039
3,970
614
144
219
18,986

12,013
1,576

1,000
14,589

12,407
4,509
1,132
233
930
19,211

10,000
2,000
500
200
300
13,000

11,574
3,126
1,585
16,285
35,217
0

7,075
2,110
930
10,115
24,704
0

7,770
1,894
1,070
10,734
29,945
2,481

4,500
1,050
620
6,170
19,170
1,379

Source of CBC funding 2011.
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Notes to accouning and budget:
Note 1: Other income RCN (= 6,943):
180450: YFF - Automation of Error Control with Application to Fluid-Structure Interaction in Biomedicine (= 1,701)
205381/F20: Modeling the Engineered Heart: Coupled Electromechanical Simulations of Cardiac Regenerative Medicine in the Infarct Injured Ventricle (=
851)
205349/F30: In Silico Heart Failure - Tools for Accelerating Biomedical Research (= 2,223)
209951/F20: Patient-Specific Mathematical Modeling with Applications to Clinical Medical: Stroke and Syringomyelia (= 1,744)
202101/I40: Fast Matching and Level Set Methods in Geological Modeling (= 424)
Note 2: Other income (= 90):
Column of Hope, Chiari and Syringomyelia Research Foundation (= 50)
University of Oslo (= 40)

Note 3: Contributions in kind from the Simula School of Research and Innovation (SSRI) (= 3,446):
Simula Research Laboratory’s subsidiary Simula School of Research and Innovation (SSRI) is responsible for all educational activities in Simula Research
Laboratory. The Simula School has financed the work of 2,1 man-years postdocs (S. Clark, O. al-Khayat, L. Vynnytska), 0,2 researchers (A. Schroll), and 1,75
man-years Ph.D. students (J. Feinberg and W. Wei).
Note 4: Contributions in kind from the Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU) (= 3,319):
NTNU has financed in kind a total of 0,90 man-years of senior scientists (Prof. B. Skallerud and Prof. L. R. Hellevik), 1 man-year postdoc (V. Prot), and the
equivalence of 2 man-years of Ph.D. students (P. R. Leinan and F. Goudarzi).
Note 5 Contributions in kind from the University of Oslo (= 1,628):
Three Ph.D. students, equaling 2 man-years (R. E. Bredesen, K. Støverud and B. Kehlet).
Note 6: Contributions in kind from the University of Umeå (= 170):
Part time funding of one senior scientist (Prof. M. G. Larson)
Note 7: Contributions in kind from Kalkulo (= 427):
Part time funding of one Ph.D. (T. Gillberg)
Note 8: Contribution in kind from the Norwegian Defence Research Establishment (FFI) (= 1,086):
Funding of researcers for a total of 1220 hours work at 890,- NOK/hour.
Note 9: Contributions in kind from University of California, San Diego (UCSD) (= 629):
Funding of senior researchers (S. Baden, A. McCulloch) postdoc (J. Hake) and Ph.D. student (D. Unat).
Note 10: Contributions in kind from the University of Wisconsin (= 29):
Part time funding of adjunct researcher (V. Haughton).
Note 11: Indirect costs cover the expenses of offices and infrastructure for all employees.
Note 12: Other operating expenses include the cost of scientific equipment, travelling, workshops, seminars, and visitors.
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Publications
CBC only reports publications where a significant part of the research has been funded by CBC. By this we mean that at least one of
the authors of the reported publications must have his/her main affiliation with CBC, and has contributed to the publication as laid out
in Simula’s publication guidelines: http://simula.no/research/publication-guidelines.
Publications from people with part time positions at CBC are generally not counted, unless the research is particularly relevant for
a CBC project. Such exceptions from the main rule are few, and must in all cases be approved by the director of the center.

Publication

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

TOTAL

Articles in International Journals
Refereed Proceedings
Proceedings without referee
Books
Edited Books
Chapters in books
Technical Reports
Manuals
Talks
Ph.D. theses
Posters

22
8
0
0
0
2
1
3
51
0
0

31
9
10
1
1
3
0
0
76
2
0

49
28
10
1
3
6
0
1
69
5
0

35
19
6
2
0
4
0
0
70
1
0

27
19
0
1
0
1
1
0
51
3
5

164
83
26
5
4
16
2
4
317
11
5

Articles in International Journals

Linear Elasticity Problem. Computer Methods in Applied
Mechanics and Engineering, vol. 200(45-46), pp. 30263030, 2011.

[1] O. Al-Khayat, A. M. Bruaset and H. P. Langtangen. Particle
Collisions in a Lumped Particle Model. Communications in
Computational Physics, vol. 10(4), pp. 823-843, 2011.

[6] P. Hansbo and M. G. Larson. A Posteriori Error Estimates for
Continuous/discontinuous Galerkin Approximations of the
Kirchhoff–Love Plate. Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, vol. 200(47-48), pp. 3289-3295,
2011.

[2] J. M. Blatny, H. E. Fossum, J. Ho, M. Tutkun, G. Skogan,
Ø. Andreassen, E. M. Fykse, V. Waagen and B. A. P. Reif.
Dispersion of Legionella-Containing Aerosols From a Biological Treatment Plant. Frontiers in Bioscience, vol. E3,
pp. 1300-1309, 2011.

[7] M. Hanslien, R. Artebrant, A. Tveito, G. T. Lines and X.
Cai. Stability of Two Time-Integrators for the Aliev-Panfilov
System. International Journal of Numerical Analysis and
Modeling, vol. 8(3), pp. 427-442, 2011.

[3] J. B. Haga, H. Osnes and H. P. Langtangen. Efficient Block
Preconditioners for the Coupled Equations of Pressure and
Deformation in Highly Discontinuous Media. International
Journal for Numerical and Analytical Methods in Geomechanics, vol. 35(13), pp. 1466-1482, 2011.
[4] P. Hansbo, D. Hentza and M. G. Larson. A Finite Element Method With Discontinuous Rotations for the MindlinReissner Plate Model. Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, vol. 200(5-8), pp. 638-648, 2011.

[8] E. J. Howard, J. W. Covell, L. J. Mulligan, A. D. McCulloch,
J. H. Omens and R. C. P. Kerckhoffs. Improvement in Pump
Function With Endocardial Biventricular Pacing Increases
With Activation Time at the Left Ventricular Pacing Site
in Failing Canine Hearts. American Journal of Physiology Heart and Circulatory Physiology, vol. 301(4), pp. H1447H1455, 2011.

[5] P. Hansbo and M. G. Larson. Energy Norm a Posteriori Error
Estimates for Discontinuous Galerkin Approximations of the

[9] H. Jakobsson and M. G. Larson. A Posteriori Error Analysis
of Component Mode Synthesis for the Elliptic Eigenvalue
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[20] S. Shah, V. Haughton and A. M. D. Río. CSF Flow Through the
Upper Cervical Spinal Canal in Chiari I Malformation. American Journal of Neuroradiology, vol. 32(6), pp. 1149-1153,
2011.

Problem. Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, vol. 200(41-44), pp. 2840-2847, 2011.
[10] H. Jakobsson, F. Bengzon and M. G. Larson. Adaptive Component Mode Synthesis in Linear Elasticity. International
Journal for Numerical Methods in Engineering, vol. 86(7),
pp. 829–844, 2011.

[21] K.-H. Støverud, K.-A. Mardal, V. Haughton and H. P. Langtangen. CSF Flow in Chiari I and Syringomyelia From the
Perspective of Computational Fluid Dynamics. The Neuroradiology Journal, vol. 24(1), pp. 20-23, 2011.

[11] J. Jiang, K. Johnson, K. Valen-Sendstad, K.-A. Mardal, O.
Wieben and C. Strother. Flow Characteristics in a Canine
Aneurysm Model: a Comparison of 4-D Accelerated PhaseContrast MR Measurements and Computational Fluid Dynamics Simulations. Medical Physics, vol. 38(11), pp.
6300-6313, 2011.

[22] A. Tveito, G. T. Lines, R. Artebrant, O. Skavhaug and M.
M. Maleckar. Existence of Excitation Waves for a Collection of Cardiomyocytes Electrically Coupled to Fibroblasts.
Mathematical Biosciences, pp. 79-86, 2011.
[23] A. Tveito, G. T. Lines, O. Skavhaug and M. M. Maleckar.
Unstable Eigenmodes As Possible Drivers for Cardiac Arrhythmias. Journal of the Royal Society Interface, vol. 8(61),
pp. 1212-1216, 2011.

[12] M. G. Larson and A. Målquist. A Posteriori Error Estimates
for Mixed Finite Element Approximations of Parabolic Problems. Numerische Mathematik, vol. 118(1), pp. 33-48,
2011.

[24] A. Tveito, O. Skavhaug, G. T. Lines and R. Artebrant. Computing the Stability of Steady-State Solutions of Mathematical Models of the Electrical Activity in the Heart. Mathematical Biosciences and Engineering, vol. 41(8), pp. 611618, 2011.

[13] S. Linge, V. Haughton, A. E. Løvgren, K.-A. Mardal, A. Helgeland and H. P. Langtangen. Effect of Tonsilar Herniation on
Cyclic CSF Flow Studied With Computational Flow Analysis. American Journal of Neuroradiology, vol. 32(5), pp.
1474-1481, 2011.

[25] A. Tveito, G. T. Lines, P. Li and A. D. McCulloch. On Defining
Candidate Drug Characteristics for Long-QT. Mathematical
Biosciences and Engineering, vol. 8(3), pp. 861-873, 2011.

[14] K.-A. Mardal and R. Winther. Preconditioning Discretizations of Systems of Partial Differential Equations. Numerical Linear Algebra with Applications, vol. 18(1), pp. 1-40,
2011.

[26] K. Valen-Sendstad, K.-A. Mardal, M. Mortensen, B. A.
P. Reif and H. P. Langtangen. Direct Numerical Simulation of Transitional Flow in a Patient–Specific Intracranial
Aneurysm. Journal of Biomechanics, vol. 44(16), pp. 28262832, 2011.

[15] K. McDowell, H. Arevalo, M. M. Maleckar and N. Trayanova.
Susceptibility to Reentry in the Infarcted Heart Depends
on the Active Fibroblast Density. Biophysical Journal, vol.
110(6), pp. 1307-15, 2011.

[27] T. Vik and B. A. P. Reif. Modeling the Evaporation From a
Thin Liquid Surface Beneath a Turbulent Boundary Layer.
International Journal of Thermal Sciences, vol. 50(2), pp.
2311-2317, 2011.

[16] M. Mortensen, H. P. Langtangen and G. Wells. A FEniCSBased Programming Framework for Modeling Turbulent
Flow by the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes Equations.
Advances in Water Resources, vol. 34(9), pp. 1082-1101,
2011.

Books
[1] H. P. Langtangen. A Primer on Scientific Programming With
Python, second edition, Springer, 2011.

[17] S. Niederer, E. Kerfoot, A. Benson, M. Bernabeu, O. Bernus,
C. Bradley, E. Cherry, R. Clayton, F. Fenton, A. Garny, E.
Heidenreich, S. Land, M. M. Maleckar, P. Pathmanathan,
G. Plank, J. Rodriguez, I. Roy, F. Sachse, G. Seemann, O.
Skavhaug and N. Smith. N-Version Benchmark Evaluation
of Cardiac Tissue Electrophysiology Simulators. Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society A, vol. 369(1954),
pp. 4331-4351, 2011.

Chapters in Books
[1] K.-A. Mardal and R. Winther. Construction of Preconditioners by Mapping Properties for Systems of Partial Differential
Equations. In Efficient preconditioning methods for elliptic
partial differential equations, edited by O. Axelsson and J.
Karatson, Bentham Science Publishers, 2011.

[18] T. K. Nilssen, G. A. Staff and K.-A. Mardal. Order Optimal
Preconditioners for Fully Implicit Runge-Kutta Schemes Applied to the Bidomain Equations. Numerical Methods for
Partial Differential Equations, vol. 27(5), pp. 1290-1312,
2011.

Refereed Proceedings
[1] S. Annerel, J. Degroote, T. Claessens, S. Dahl, B. Skallerud,
L. R. Hellevik, P. V. Ransbeeck, P. Segers, P. Verdonck
and J. Vierendeels. A Strong Coupling FSI Scheme for Simulating BMHV Dynamics. In 8th International Conference
on CFD in Oil & Gas, Metallurgical and Process Industries,
2011

[19] K. Selim, A. Logg and M. G. Larson. An Adaptive Finite Element Splitting Method for the Incompressible Navier-Stokes
Equations. Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and
Engineering, vol. 209-212, pp. 54-65, 2011.
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[2] I. N. Drøsdal, V. Haughton, K.-A. Mardal, and K.-H. Støverud.
Porous and viscous flow modeling on the study of cyst development in the human spinal cord. In 8th International
Conference on CFD in Oil & Gas, Metallurgical and Process
Industries, 2011

[13] D. Unat, H. S. Kim, J. P. Schulze and S. Baden. AutoOptimization of a Feature Selection Algorithm. In Proceedings of the 4th Workshop on Emerging Applications and
Many-core Architecture, 2011
[14] K. Valen-Sendstad, K.-A. Mardal, M. Mortensen, B. A. P.
Reif and H. P. Langtangen. On the Complexity of Stationary Flow in Patient–Specific Aneurysms. In Sixth national
conference on Computational Mechanics (MekIT’11), 2011

[3] H. E. Fossum, B. A. P. Reif and G. Skogan. Flow Patterns
and Aerosol Dispersion Inside an Aerosol Test Chamber.
In Sixth national conference on Computational Mechanics
(MekIT’11), 2011

[15] K. Valen-Sendstad, K.-A. Mardal, M. Mortensen, B. A. P.
Reif and H. P. Langtangen. Direct Numerical Simulation of
Transitional Flow in a Patient-Specific MCA Aneurysm. In
Proceedings of the ASME 2011 Summer Bioengineering
Conference, 2011

[4] H. E. Fossum, M. Tutkun, B. A. P. Reif and Ø. Andreassen.
Modeling the Dispersion and Transport of Aerosols Emitted
From Industrial Facility During 2005 and 2008 Outbreaks
of Legionnaire’s Disease in Norway. In Sixth national conference on Computational Mechanics (MekIT’11), 2011

[16] K. Valen-Sendstad, M. Mortensen, K.-A. Mardal, B. A. P.
Reif and H. P. Langtangen. Investigations of Transistional
Flows Using Image Based Hemodynamics. In 8th International Conference on CFD in Oil & Gas, Metallurgical and
Process Industries, 2011

[5] M. Fredbo and M. Tutkun. Verification of Markovian Properties of Turbulent Boundary Layer at High Reynolds Number.
In Sixth national conference on Computational Mechanics
(MekIT’11), 2011

[17] T. Vik and B. A. P. Reif. Large Eddy Simulations of the Release of Liquified Chlorine From a Pressurized Tank Into the
Atmosphere. In Sixth national conference on Computational
Mechanics (MekIT’11), 2011

[6] T. Gillberg. A Semi-Ordered Fast Iterative Method (SOFI) for
Monotone Front Propagation in Simulations of Geological
Folding. In MODSIM2011, 19th International Congress on
Modelling and Simulation, 2011

[18] L. Vynnytska and S. R. Clark. FEniCS Framework in Geoscientific Applications. In MODSIM2011, 19th International
Congress on Modelling and Simulation, 2011

[7] P. R. Leinan, V. Prot, C. N. v. d. Broek, T. Kiserud, B.
Skallerud, L. R. Hellevik and F. N. v. d. Vosse. A Biomechanical Model for Human Umbilical Veins and Wharton’s Jelly.
In 8th International Conference on Computational Fluid Dynamics in the Oil & Gas, Metallurgical and Process Industries, 2011

[19] W. Wei, O. Al-Khayat and X. Cai. An OpenMP-Enabled Parallel Simulator for Particle Transport in Fluid Flows. In Proceedings of the 2011 International Conference on Computational Science, 2011

[8] S. Linge, V. Haughton, A. E. Løvgren, K.-A. Mardal, A. Helgeland, H. P. Langtangen and K.-H. Støverud. Cyclic Cerebrospinal Fluid Flow (I): Towards the Understanding of Cerebrospinal Fluid Flow Dynamics in Chiari I Malformation. In
ASNR 49th Annual Meeting & the Foundation of the ASNR
Symposium, June 4 - 9, 2011.

Technical Reports
[1] R. Lorentzen. Finding the Set of Measurements Necessary
to Reveal the State of a Static System, Simula Research
Laboratory, 2011

Theses

[9] S. Linge, K.-A. Mardal, V. Haughton and A. Helgeland. Cerebrospinal Fluid Flow Characteristics at Double Heart Rate.
In Neuroradiology, 53 (Suppl. 1), S33, 35th European Soc
of Neuroradiology ann. meeting, Antwerpen, Belgium, 2011

[1] J. B. Haga. Numerical Methods for Basin-Scale Poroelastic
Modelling, Ph.D. Thesis, University of Oslo, 2011.
[2] K. Selim. Adaptive Finite Element Methods for Fluid–Structure Interaction and Incompressible Flow, Ph.D. Thesis, University of Oslo, 2011.

[10] M. Mortensen, H. P. Langtangen and J. Myhre. CBC.RANS
- a New Flexible, Programmable Software Framework for
Computational Fluid Dynamics. In Sixth national conference
on Computational Mechanics (MekIT’11), 2011

[3] K. Valen-Sendstad. Computational Cerebral Hemodynamics, Ph.D. Thesis, University of Oslo, 2011.

[11] K.-H. Støverud, K.-A. Mardal, H. P. Langtangen and V.
Haughton. The Effect of Varying Cross-Sectional Areas on
Cerebrospinal Fluid Flow and Pressure in the Cervical Spine.
In Sixth national conference on Computational Mechanics
(MekIT’11), 2011

Talks
[1] M. S. Alnæs. The Unified Form Language - a Domain Specific
Language for Finite Element Methods, European Numerical Mathematics and Advanced Applications (ENUMATH),
2011.

[12] D. Unat, X. Cai and S. Baden. Mint: Realizing CUDA Performance in 3D Stencil Methods With Annotated C. In Proceedings of the 25th International Conference on Supercomputing (ICS’11), 2011

[2] X. Cai. Parallel Simulation of Particle Transport Using
OpenMP, Guest lecture at UCSD on January 31, 2011.
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[20] A. Logg. Adaptive Finite Element Methods for FluidStructure Interaction and Incompressible Flow, Simula/NTNU Workshop, Simula Research Laboratory, November 17, 2011.

[3] X. Cai. A Function-Centric Generic Framework for Parallelization, CLS Workshop at UiO on April 13, 2011.
[4] X. Cai. Study of the Computational Efficiency for Different
Usages of Pythoning, CLS Workshop at UiO on April 13,
2011.

[21] A. Massing. Efficient Implementation of Nitsche’s Method
on Overlapping Meshes for Interface Problems in 3D, FEF
2011, Munich, Germany, 2011.

[5] X. Cai. Programming With OpenMP and Mixed MPI-OpenMP,
Invited lecture at pre-conference workshop of NOTUR
2011, 2011.

[22] A. Massing. Efficient Implementation of Nitsche’s Method on
Overlapping Meshes for Coupled Problems in 3D, Coupled
Problems 2011, Kos, Greece, 2011.

[6] X. Cai and W. Zhang. Efficient Computations of Initial-Value
Problems Involving Fractional Derivatives, Seminar on wave
propagation in complex media, November 23, 2011.

[23] A. Massing. Nitsche’s Method for Fictitious Domain and
Overlapping Meshes (in 3D), FEniCS’11 / Red Raider Minisymposium 2011, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, November, 2011.

[7] X. Cai. Programming With OpenMP and Mixed MPI-OpenMP,
Invited lecture during USIT’s Research Computing Services
training week, November 14-17, 2011.
[8] T. Gillberg. A Semi-Ordered Fast Iterative Method (SOFI) for
Monotone Front Propagation in Simulations of Geological
Folding, The 19th International Congress on Modelling and
Simulation (MODSIM2011), 2011.

[24] A. Massing. Efficient Implementation of Nitsche’s Method on
Overlapping Meshes in 3D, SIAM CSE Reno, Nevada, USA,
2011.
[25] A. Massing. Nitsche’s Method for Fictitious Domain and
Overlapping Meshes (in 3D), UMIT Research Seminar, Umeå,
Sweden, 2011.

[9] B. Kehlet. Code Generation for Time Dependent Problems,
FEniCS’11 / Red Raider Minisymposium 2011, Texas Tech
University, Lubbock, November, 2011.

[26] H. Narayanan. The Role of K+ Channels in Human Articular
Chondrocyte Electrophysiology: a Computational Perspective, CaMo Seminar, 2011.

[10] J. Koivumäki. Computational Modeling of Intracellular Calcium Dynamics in Human Atrial Myocytes: Impact on Action
Potential Morphology, Seminar at the Technical University
of Dresden, Germany, 2011.

[27] V. Prot and B. Skallerud. Finite Element Analysis of the
Mitral Valve With Active Muscle Fibres, SIAM CSE Reno,
Nevada, USA, 2011.

[11] H. P. Langtangen. Abnormal Flows in the Brain and the
Spine: How to Better Understand Diseases by Computations, The Computational Life Science seminar, University
of Oslo, 2011.

[28] M. E. Rognes. More Or Less Shocking: Using Energy Estimates to Answer Scientific Questions, Biocomp Seminar,
Simula Research Laboratory, October, 2011.

[12] H. P. Langtangen. Kaos I Hjernen - Ny Innsikt Gjennom Simuleringer, The University of Oslo 1-day seminar: Realiseter
invaderer helsevesenet, 2011.

[29] M. E. Rognes. Automated Goal-Oriented Error Control a Posteriori Error Estimation and Adaptivity in Finite Element Exterior Calculus, USNCCM ’11, Minneapolis, 2011.

[13] H. P. Langtangen. Kaos I Hjernen - Ny Innsikt Gjennom Simuleringer, Fysikkforeningen, 2011.

[30] M. E. Rognes. Bringing Error Control to the Non-Expert Automation of a Posteriori Error Estimation, CBC Workshop
on Multiscale Problems and Methods, 2011.

[14] A. Logg. The FEniCS Project, Det Norske Veritas, May 11,
2011.
[15] A. Logg. The FEniCS Project, NOTUR 2011, University of
Oslo, May 23, 2011.

[31] M. E. Rognes. FEniCS After 1.0: Current Trends at
CBC@Simula, FEniCS’11 / Red Raider Minisymposium
2011, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, November, 2011.

[16] A. Logg. The FEniCS Project, Workshop on Multiscale Problems and Methods, Simula Research Laboratory, June 17,
2011.

[32] M. E. Rognes. Automated Goal-Oriented Error Control, CBC
workshop on Biomechanics, November, 2011.

[17] A. Logg. The FEniCS Project, EuroSciPy 2011 / Python in
Physics, Ecole normale supérieure, Paris, August09, 2011.

[33] M. E. Rognes. The FEniCS Project, Imperial College, 2011.

[18] A. Logg. Adaptive Finite Element Methods for FluidStructure Interaction and Incompressible Flow, FEniCS’11
/ Red Raider Minisymposium 2011, Texas Tech University,
Lubbock, November, 2011.

[34] M. E. Rognes. Goal-Oriented Error Control Automated!, SIAM
CSE Reno, Nevada, USA, 2011.
[35] M. E. Rognes. Error Control and Adaptivity for the NonExpert, CBC Workshop on Biomedical Modeling, 2011.

[19] A. Logg. Solving Poisson’s Equation With DOLFIN 0.2.11
(2002): a Study of the Portability of Scientific Codes
Across the Time Domain, Biocomp Seminar, Simula Research Laboratory, September 28, 2011.

[36] M. E. Rognes. FEniCS: the Next Generation PDE Software,
CBC Workshop on Biomedical Modeling, 2011.
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[37] A. Schroll. On Automated Computational Modeling in the
Geo- and Life Sciences, Numerical methods for hyperbolic
equations Recent trends and future directions (SAMHYP),
ETH Zürich, Switzerland, 2011.

[48] K. Valen-Sendstad, K.-A. Mardal, M. Mortensen, H. P. Langtangen, B. A. P. Reif and D. A. Steinman. ’Turbulence’
in Cerebral Aneurysms, CBC Workshop on Biomechanics,
November 17-18, 2011.

[38] A. Schroll. Self Calibrating, Adaptive Models in the Geoand Life Sciences, Inverse Problems Workshop, 2011.

[49] S. Wall. Modeling the Infarct Injured Heart, Insights Into
Mechanical Dysfunction, SIAM CSE Reno, Nevada, USA,
2011.

[39] K.-H. Støverud and V. Haughton. Ongoing Research: Characterize CSF Flow and Identify the Cause of Syringomyelia
With CFD, The workshop "Working Toward a Day Without
Pain Gala", Buffalo, 2011.

[50] S. Wall, J. Sundnes, N. Trayanova, R. C. P. Kerkhoffs and
V. Prot. Modeling Coupled Electromechanics in the Cardiovascular System, SIAM CSE Reno, Nevada, USA, 2011.
[51] S. Wall. Multi-Scale Modeling of the Heart - Computational Approaches and Applications to Biomedicine, Scientific Computing and Imaging Institute, University of Utah,
2011.

[40] K.-H. Støverud. Cerebrospinal Fluid (CSF) Oscillating Flow
and Pressure, CBC Workshop on CSF Flow Associated with
Chiari and Syringomyelia, 2011.
[41] K.-H. Støverud. Cerebrospinal Fluid (CSF) Flow in Chiari I
and Syringomyelia, CBC Seminar / Third semester presentation, 2011.

Posters
[1] J. E. Hake, W. E. Louch, K. Haugen, I. Sjaastad, S. O. M., A.
D. McCulloch, A. P. Michailova and G. T. Lines. A Stochastic
Model of the Ryanodine Receptor Featuring Coupled Gating and Competitive Binding of Luminal and Cytosolic Ca2+
and Mg2+, Annual meeting in Biophysical Society, 2011.

[42] K.-H. Støverud. The Effect of Varying Cross-Sectional Areas on Cerebrospinal Fluid Flow and Pressure in the Cervical Spine, Sixth national conference on Computational
Mechanics (MekIT’11), 2011.
[43] K.-H. Støverud. The Use and Potential of FEniCS in Medical Applications, FEniCS’11 / Red Raider Minisymposium
2011, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, November, 2011.

[2] P. Kekenes-Huskey, J. E. Hake, Y. Cheng, F. Sachse, J.
Bridge, A. J. McCammon and A. P. Michailova. Contributions of Structural T-Tubule Heterogeneities and Membrane
Ca2+ Flux Localization to Local Ca2+ Signaling in Rabbit Ventricular Myocytes, 4th Cardiac Physiome Workshop,
Merton College, Oxford, 2011.

[44] K.-H. Støverud. CSF Flow and Pressure in the Cervical
Spine, CBC Workshop on Biomedical Modeling, 2011.
[45] K. Valen-Sendstad, K.-A. Mardal, M. Mortensen, B. A. P.
Reif and H. P. Langtangen. Computational Cerebral Hemodynamics, The Norwegian Defence Research Establishment, 2011.

[3] P. Kekenes-Huskey, J. E. Hake, Y. Cheng, F. Sachse, J.
Bridge, A. McCammon and A. P. Michailova. Contributions
of Multiple T-Tubules and Membrane Ca2+ Flux Localization to Sub-Cellular Ca2+ Signaling in Rabbit Ventricular
Myocytes, 2. Gordon Research Conferences: Calcium Signalling, 2011.

[46] K. Valen-Sendstad, K.-A. Mardal, M. Mortensen, B. A. P.
Reif and H. P. Langtangen. Simulation Methodology for
Cerebral Blood Flow, Biomedical Simulation Lab, Institute
of Biomaterials and Biomedical Engineering at the University of Toronto, 2011.

[4] J. Koivumäki. Excitationâcontraction Coupling in Human
Atrial Myocytes: Remodeling in Atrial Fibrillation, 35th
Meeting of the European Working Group on Cardiac Cellular Electrophysiology, 2011.

[47] K. Valen-Sendstad, K.-A. Mardal, M. Mortensen, B. A.
P. Reif and H. P. Langtangen. Direct Numerical Simulation of Transitional Flow in Patient–Specific Intracranial
Aneurysms, ASME 2011 Summer Bioengineering Conference, 2011.

[5] J. Koivumäki. Rate-Dependent Regulation of Sarcoplasmic
Reticulum Ca2+ ATPase in Human Atrial Myocytes, The
Scandinavian Physiological Society Annual Meeting, 2011.
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Conferences, Workshops and Seminars
for ODEs, by Benjamin Kehlet
01.12.11:
The Computing in Science Education project, by Hans Petter
Langtangen

We have used the following rule of thumb to make a distinction between conferences, workshops, and seminars:
Conference: A formal event over several days, with at least
50 participants. It may include one or more workshops,
seminars and poster sessions.

Total number of participants: 135
Total number of speakers: 12
Total number of talks: 15

Workshop: A formal event, containing several talks organized
in sessions.
Seminar: A less formal meeting between researchers which
includes one or more talks with discussions.

CBC Workshop on CLS, Efficiency, Parallelization and Programming Techniques in
Python - April 13, 2011

CBC hosted 8 workshops, 15 seminars, and 8 invited talks
in 2011, with a total number of 74 presentations and more than
300 participants.

The half-day workshop focused on different aspects regarding
Python programming; user interface, utilizing different speed up
techniques and parallelization of Python code.

CBC seminar series
The purpose of the seminar series is to present the current status
and challanges for the projects and create a forum for discussion
of scientific topics related to the work in CBC. The seminars are
open and attendance of and contributions by other interested
people are highly welcome.
12.01.11:
Parallel computing in DOLFIN, by Anders Logg
01.02.11:
Block operator algebra with PyDOLFIN, by Joachim Berdal Haga
24.02.11:
Efficient implementation of Nitsche’s method on overlapping
meshes in 3D, by Andre Massing
12.04.11:
Computing the shear stress in biomedical flows, by Eline Sundt
03.05.11:
Fluid-Structure Interaction in Biological Flows, by Kristian ValenSendstad
04.05.11:
Adaptive Finite Element Methods for Fluid–Structure Interaction
and Incompressible Flow, by Kristoffer Selim
18.05.11:
Multiscale problems and techniques, by Kristoffer Selim
19.05.11:
The effect of varying cross-sectional areas on cerebrospinal
fluid flow and pressure in the cervical spine, by Karen-Helene
Støverud
and On the complexity of stationary flow in patient-specific
aneurysm, by Kristian Valen-Sendstad
22.09.11:
On the integration of DUNE and FEniCS, by Steffen Müthing
29.09.11:
Solving Poisson’s Equation with DOLFIN 0.2.11 (2002) A study
of the portability of scientific codes across the time domain, by
Anders Logg
13.10.11:
Using energy estimates to answer scientific questions, by Marie
Rognes
20.10.11:
Using GPUs to solve linear systems in DOLFIN, by Fredrik Valdmanis
24.11.11:
Error analysis of nonlinear dynamical systems/code generation

Total number of participants: 51
Total number of guests outside of CBC: 49
Total number of speakers: 6
Total number of talks: 12

CBC Workshop on CSF Flow Associated with
Chiari and Syringomyelia - May 6, 2011
The half-day workshop focused on the flow of cerebrospinal fluid
flow in patients with Chiari and/or syringomyelia. Particular focus was put on computational models that take into account the
porosity of the cord and how large pressure gradients abnormal
anatomy may cause.
Total number of participants: 9
Total number of guests outside of CBC: 2
Total number of speakers: 4
Total number of talks: 4

CBC Workshop on Biomedical Modeling June 8, 2011
The purpose of this workshop was to discuss and exchange ideas
on biomedical modeling and parameter identification (inverse
problems). The professors Daniela Calvetti and Erkki Somersalo
from the US were visiting CBC and gave talks on their work with
statistical frameworks for parameter identification. The other
talks were given by CBC researchers and focused on the current
status of biomedical modeling and data uncertainty in the center.
Total number of participants: 12
Total number of guests outside of CBC: 2
Total number of speakers: 8
Total number of talks: 8
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CBC Workshop on Parameter Identification
and Uncertainty in Geo- and Life Sciences June 14, 2011

CBC Workshop on CBC Key Topics - August
25-26, 2011
The workshop touched upon the main research themes of the
center. External collaborators and research partners were invited
to give talks and inspire the core researchers, giving us an opportunity to discuss our projects with research fellows.

The purpose of the workshop was to discuss and share common methodology between geological and biomedical disiplines,
touching upon topics as: inverse modeling, automated computational modeling and uncertainty quantification. Dr. Trygve Carper
from University of Maryland gave a talk on modeling of flocking
of animals, and Steffen Müthing from University of Stuttgart
presented a talk on DUNE, a framework for the development of
grid-based numerical algorithms for the solution of PDEs.

Total number of participants: 23
Total number of guests outside of CBC: 5
Total number of speakers: 7
Total number of talks: 7

Total number of participants: 14
Total number of guests outside of CBC: 1
Total number of speakers: 6
Total number of talks: 6

CBC Workshop on Biomechanics - November
17-18, 2011
This workshop pooled together researchers from several of the
CBC projects and our collaborators in the Biomechanics group at
NTNU. The presentations covered a wide range of biomechanical
modeling, including computational cardiac electro-mechanics,
cerebral haemodynamics, fluid-structure interaction and related
topics.

CBC Workshop on Multiscale Problems and
Methods - June 17, 2011
The workshop focused on to which extent we could simplify
the process of solving PDEs and error estimation by automation.
Several multiscale problems and methods were discussed.

Total number of participants: 14
Total number of guests outside of CBC: 0
Total number of speakers: 1
Total number of talks: 1

Total number of participants: 13
Total number of guests outside of CBC: 4
Total number of speakers: 4
Total number of talks: 5

CBC Workshop on Computational Cardiac
Modelling - December 13, 2011

CBC Seminar on GPU programming in Python
with PyOpenCL and PyCUDA - August 22,
2011

The annual computational cardiac modelling workshop was centered around on two main topics: Calsium and cellular mechanisms and cardiovascular systems research

This intensive short course on GPU computing via Python programming was lectured by the author of PyOpenCL and PyCUDA:
Dr. Andreas Klöckner, Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences, New York University.

Total number of participants: 20
Total number of guests outside of CBC: 13
Total number of speakers: 11
Total number of talks: 11

Total number of participants: 14
Total number of guests outside of CBC: 4
Total number of speakers: 2
Total number of talks: 5

For more information on Workshops, Seminars and Talks,
please visit our website: cbc.simula.no
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Other Activities
Media Appearances

result in the development of new methods for detecting potentially harmful aneurysms. The research was performed
in cooperation with our research partners at Oslo University
Hospital, the University Hospital of Northern Norway and
the Norwegian Defence Research Establishment (FFI).
http://www.vg.no/.

Reaching the headlines of the newspapers is not a common occurance in our line of research. For the first time since CBC
was established in 2007, our research on rupture of aneurysms
reached the first page of Vg, the most read newspaper in Norway,
and several other magazines and newspapers.
1. Ring blad; 12.11.2011; Page 38-39: “Oljeteknologi på
hjernen”
Our research on aneurysm rupture is picked up by a local
newspaper (Ring blad) under the heading: “Oil technologi
on the brain”.
http://www.ringblad.no/.

6. Apollon; 05.11.2011:
“Simuleringer kan forutsi
hjerneblødning”
Our research on turbulence in aneurysms (mentioned above)
also figured in the research magazine “Apollon”, as well as
being the feature research story on the front webpages of
the University of Oslo (UiO), The Faculty of Mathematics
and Natural Science at UiO, and the Department of Informatics (UiO).
http://www.apollon.uio.no/vis/art/2011_4/artikler/hjerneslag.

2. Budstikka; 09.11.2011; Page 5:
“Kan forutsi
hjerneblødning”
Our research on aneurysm rupture is picked up by a local
newspaper (Budstikka) under the heading: “May predict
hemorrhage”.
http://www.budstikka.no/.

7. Uniforum; 31.08.2011: “Undervisning for framtidig forskning”
The cooperation with the University of Oslo (UiO), the
Centre of Mathematics for Applications (CMA) and Simula
(CBC) to reform traditional courses in mathematics intensive student programs is awarded UiO’s annual prize for
best learning environment ("godt laelig;ringsmiljoslash;").
The reform "Computing in Science Education" consists of
integrating numerical methods, programming and visualization in basic bachelor courses on mathematics, physics,
mechanics, astrophysics, geophysics, and so on. The goal
is to use computer simulations actively to develop a deeper
understanding of physical sciences and mathematics, even
at a very early stage in university studies.
http://www.uniforum.uio.no/nyheter/2011/08/undervisningfor-framtidig-forsking.html.

3. Ambulanseforum;
07.11.2011:
“Kan
forutsi
hjerneblødning”
Our research on aneurysm rupture is picked up by the
national magazine for emergency and rescue service (Ambulanse forum under the heading: “May predict hemorrhage”.
http://www.ambulanseforum.no/?p=19953.

4. Dagens medisin; 07.11.2011: “Kan forutsi hjerneblødning”
Our research on aneurysm rupture is picked up by by a
newspaper for health workers (Dagens medisin under the
heading: “May predict hemorrhage”.
http://www.dagensmedisin.no/nyheter/kan-forutsihjerneblodning/.

8. Computerworld 13.05.2011: “Her skjer den heteste itforskningen”
Under the heading“Here is the hottest IT research”, the CBC
head of the Cardiologic Computations project is interviewed
about our 3D models and simulations of the human heart.
http://www.idg.no/computerworld/article207540.ece.

5. Vg; 05.11.2011; Pages 1, 26 - 27: “Kan hindre hjerneslag”
With the heading: “Norwegian Research Sensation: MAY
PREVENT STROKE”, CBC research on turbulence in
aneurysms reached the front page of Norway’s most read
newspaper.
Our research indicate that simulating the blood flow in
patients aneurysms will make us able to better predict
whether there is risk of life threatening rupture or not. Recent calculations show that turbulence may occur in some
aneurysms, this might explain the mechanisms that lead
to rupture in these aneurysms. Professor David Steinman
at the University of Toronto confirms that these findings
probably will lead to a paradigm shift in the field of computational cerebral hemodynamics.
The scientific community have in general neglected the effects of turbulence in the cerebral blood system, regarding it
either as non existent or unimportant. Our findings may also

9. Sarpsborg Arbeiderblad; 13.01.2011: “Uenige i hva som
har spredt smitten”
The article refers to a discussion between the Norwegian
Institute of Public Health (Folkehelsa) and our research
partners at the Norwegian Defence Research Establishment (FFI) regarding the source of the Legionnaires disease
outbreak in Sarpsborg May 2005. By using site specific
measurements and testing models in a wind tunnel, FFI
concludes that the disease was most probably not spread
by the "scrubber" at Borregaard factories.
http://www.sa.no/lokale_nyheter/article5451173.ece.
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Refereeing Activities

Editorial Boards
Employees of the center are on the following editorial boards:

During 2011, employees at CBC have refereed manuscripts for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

S. Baden:
1. Europar conference series

ACM Transactions on Mathematical Software
Annals of Biomedical Engineering
Biophysical Journal
BIT Numerical Mathematics
Bulletin of Mathematical Biology
Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering
Computer Methods in Biomechanics and Biomedical Engineering
Experiments in Fluids
Finnish National Science Foundation
Flow Measurement and Instrumentation
Frontiers in Physiology
IEEE Transactions on Biomedical Engineering
International Journal of Numerical Methods in Engineering
Journal of Computational Physics
Journal of Computational Science
Journal of Fluid Mechanics
Journal of Wind Engineering and Industrial Aerodynamics
Medical & Biological Engineering & Computing
Numerical Methods for Partial Differential Equations
PLoS ONE, Computational Biology
Progress in Computational Fluid Dynamics
SIAM Journal on Numerical Analysis
SIAM Journal on Scientific Computing
SISC Journal of Computational Physics
Simulation Modeling Practice and Theory
Theoretical and Computational Fluid Dynamics
Tissue Engineering Part A
Ultrasound in Obstetrics and Gynecology
17th ACM SIGPLAN Symposium on Principles and Practice
of Parallel Programming
8th International Conference on Computational Fluid Dynamics in the Oil & Gas, Metallurgical and Process Industries

X. Cai:
1. International Journal of Web Sciences
V. Haughton:
1. American Journal of Neuroradiology
2. Neuroradiology
A. Logg:
1. Archive of Numerical Software
H. P. Langtangen:
1. Advances in Water Resources
2. BIT Numerical Mathematics
3. Scientific Computing in the Encyclopedia of Applied and
Computational Mathematics, (Field Editor)
4. International Journal of Computational Science and Engineering
5. International Journal of Computing Science and Mathematics
6. International Journal of Oceans and Oceanography
7. Mathematical Modelling and Applied Computing
8. Open Research Computation (physmathcentral.com)
9. Journal of Computational Science
10. SIAM Journal on Scientific Computing, (Editor in Chief)
M. G. Larson:
1. SIAM Journal on Scientific Computing
A. McCulloch:
1. American Journal of Physiology: Heart & Circulatory Physiology
2. Biophysical Journal
3. Cellular and Molecular Bioengineering
4. Cellular and Molecular Bioemechanics
5. Computer Methods in Biomechanics and Biomedical Engineering
6. Drug Discovery Today: Disease Models
7. Experimental Physiology
8. Frontiers in Systems Physiology
9. Journal of Physiology (Lond)
10. PLoS Computational Biology
11. Synthetic and Systems Biology

Committee Work and Recognition
H. P. Langtangen:
1. Member of the scientific committee for Basic Research Projects in Engineering and Information Technology
(“FRITEK”), Research Council of Norway

B. A. P. Reif:
1. International Journal of Heat and Fluid Flow

A. McCulloch:
1. Jacobs School Distinguished Scholar (2009-2014)
2. Cardiac Biomedical Science and Engineering Center
3. Scientific Advisory Biard of Ventrix, Salgomed and Insilicomed

B. Skallerud:
1. International Journal of Applied Mechanics
J. Sundnes:
1. Simulation Modeling Practice and Theory, International
Journal of the Federation of European Simulation Societies
(EUROSIM)

A. Tveito:
1. Member of the National Biomedical Computation Resource
– Resource Advisory Committee (NBCR RAC) in the United
States, http://www.nbcr.net/

A. Tveito:
1. Computational Differential Equations in the Encyclopedia
of Applied and Computational Mathematics (Field Editor)
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2. Computing and Visualization in Science
3. SIAM Journal on Scientific Computing

September 5-9, 2011
2. “FEniCS: Automated Solution of Differential Equations” at
the SIAM Conference on Computational Science and Engineering, Reno, Nevada, USA February 28 - March 4, 2011

Conference Committees

S. Wall:
1. “Modeling coupled electromechanics in the cardiovascular
system” at the SIAM Conference on Computational Science
and Engineering, Reno, Nevada, USA February 28 - March
4, 2011

S. Baden:
1. 2nd International Workshop on GPUs and Scientific Applications (GPUScA 2011), Galvestone Island, TX, USA,
October 10, 2011
2. 17th ACM SIGPLAN Symposium on Principles and Practice of Parallel Programming (PPoPP12), New Orleans, LA,
USA, February 25-29, 2012

Released software packages

L. R. Hellevik:
1. CFD2011: 8th International Fluid Dynamics in the Oil &
Gas, Metallurgical and Process Industries, Trondheim, June
21-23, 2011

In 2011, we released the first stable version of the FEniCS suite
of packages, version 1.0. This major release is comprimized of
the following packages:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

H. P. Langtangen:
1. Co-Chair, SIAM Conference on Computational Science and
Engineering Conference, (CSE13)
M. G. Larson:
1. Enumath, Leicester, UK, September 5-9, 2011
A. McCulloch:
1. Chair, IUPS Physiome and Systems Biology Committee
2. International Scientific Program Committee member, International Congress of Physiological Sciences, Birmingham,
2013
3. Organizing committee, 13th La Jolla - International Cardiovascular Research Conference
4. Theme Chair, 2012 IEEE Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society Conference

DOLFIN: 1.0.0
FFC: 1.0.0
UFC: 2.0.5
UFL: 1.0.0
Instant: 1.0.0
Viper: 1.0.0
SyFi: 1.0.0

An important part of the release process has been the development of native packages for all standard platforms, including
Debian GNU/Linux, Mac OS X and Windows. For these platforms,
installation fo FEniCS is a simple one-click installation process
from the FEniCS web page. For other platforms, we released
the automated build script Dorsal (1.0) that automates the build
process for a multitude of platforms.
In addition to the release of the FEniCS suite of software itself,
we have also released a series of FEniCS add-ons.
These include:
• CBC.Block: 1.0
• CBC.RANS: 0.1
• CBC.PDESys: 0.2

Organization of Minisymposia and Workshops
at Conferences

All of the FEniCS packages are found at launchpad.net.

H. P. Langtangen:
1. “Python for Scientific Computing” at the SIAM Conference
on Computational Science and Engineering, Reno, Nevada,
USA February 28 - March 4, 2011

We have also released the software packages:
• GAMer mesh generation tool: http://www.fetk.org/codes/
gamer/
• SubCell: https://launchpad.net/subcell
• Mint translator infrastructure: https://sites.google.com/site/
mintmodel/

K. A. Mardal:
1. “Domain-Specific Languages and Code Generation for PDE
Problems” at the Enumath 2011 Conference, Leicester, UK,
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Collaboration partners
Title

Name

Affiliation

Country

Project

Prof.
Prof.
Dr.
Mr.
Prof.
Mr.
Prof.
Prof.
Dr.
Prof.
Prof.
Prof.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Prof.
Prof.
Dr.
Prof.
Prof.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Prof.
Prof.
Dr.
Prof.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Mr.
Mr.
Dr.
Dr.
Prof.
Prof.
Dr.
M.Sc.
Dr.
Dr.
Prof.
Prof.
Prof.
Dr.
Dr.
Ms.
Prof.
Dr.
Prof.
Prof.
Dr.
Dr.
Prof.
Dr.

D. Abramson
G. Holzapfel
G. Sommer
J. Degroote
J. Vierendeels
S. Annerel
R. W. Dos Santos
J. Ho
W. R. Giles
R. J. Spiteri
D. A. Steinamnn
W. Chen
P. Tavi
P. Moireau
G. Seemann
H.-P. Bunge
U. Ruede
L. Antiga
R. Winther
R. Haaverstad
S. Glimsdal
B. Amundsen
G. Kiss
O. M. Sejersted
P. K. Eide
W. Louch
A. Malthe-Sørensen
A. Stray-Pedersen
S. Bakke
F. Strisland
A. Thurmond
J. Skogseid
T. Løseth
T. O. Sømme
B. Høyland
J. Nilsen
K. Mathiassen
H. Osnes
J. Isaksen
T. Ingebrigtsen
F. N. van de Vosse
P. Farrell
S. Funke
D. Ham
G. N. Wells
J. Zhang
W. Wang
Y. Zang
N. Trayanova
J. Zhu
H. C. Bender
M. G. Abdelsalam
Y. Cui
R. C. Kirby
J. T.-C.Yeh
J. M. Guccione
A. Edwards
M. Holst
M. Hoshijima

Monash University, Melbourn
Graz University of Technology
Graz University of Technology
Ghent University
Ghent University
Ghent University
Federal University of Juiz de Fora
Defence Research and Development Canada
University of Calgary
University of Saskatchewan
University of Toronto
Hohai University
University of Eastern Finalnd
Institut national de recherche en informatique et en automatique, INRIA
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
Ludwig-Maximilian University (LMU), Munich
University of Erlangen
Mario Negri Institute for Pharmacological Research, Ranica
CMA, University of Oslo
Haukeland University Hospital
Norwegian Geotechnical Institute
NTNU and St. Olafs Hospital
NTNU and St. Olafs Hospital
Oslo University Hospital
Oslo University Hospital
Oslo University Hospital
PGP, University of Oslo
Rettsmedisinsk Institutt
Rikshospitalet University Hospital
SINTEF
Statoil
Statoil
Statoil
University of Bergen
University of Oslo
University of Oslo
University of Oslo
University of Oslo
University of Tromsø and University Hospital of Northern Norway
University of Tromsø and University Hospital of Northern Norway
Eidhoven University of Technology
Imperial College, London
Imperial College, London
Imperial College, London
University of Cambridge
Carnegie Mellon University
Carnegie Mellon University
Carnegie Mellon University
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore
Kentucky Geological Survey
Missouri University of Science and Technology
Missouri University of Science and Technology
San Diego Supercomputing Center
Texas Tech University
University of Arizona
University of California, Berkeley (and San Francisco)
University of California, San Diego
University of California, San Diego
University of California, San Diego

Australia
Austria
Austria
Belgium
Belgium
Belgium
Brazil
Canada
Canada
Canada
Canada
China
Finland
France
Germany
Germany
Germany
Italy
Norway
Norway
Norway
Norway
Norway
Norway
Norway
Norway
Norway
Norway
Norway
Norway
Norway
Norway
Norway
Norway
Norway
Norway
Norway
Norway
Norway
Norway
The Netherlands
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA

BFS
CBC@NTNU
CBC@NTNU
CBC@NTNU
CBC@NTNU
CBC@NTNU
CC
CBC@NTNU
CC
CC
RS
CM
CC
CBC@NTNU
CC
CG, CM
CG, CM
BFS
BFS, RS
CBC@NTNU
CM
RS
RS
CC
BFS
CC
CM
BFS
BFS
BFS
CG, CM
CG, CM
CG, CM
CG, CM
CM
CM
BFS
CC
BFS
BFS
CBC@NTNU
CM, RS
CM, RS
CM, RS
CM, RS
BFS
BFS
BFS
CC
CG, CM
CG, CM
CG, CM
CM
CM
CM
CC
CC
BFS
BFS
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Title

Name

Affiliation

Country

Project

Dr.
Mr.
Prof.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Prof.
Prof.
Dr.
Dr.
Prof.
Dr.

P. Li
F. V. Lionetti
J. A. McCammon
A. P. Michailova
J. H. Omens
M. G. Knepley
R. Scott
D. N. Arnold
A. Terrel
J. Jiang
C. Strother
O. Wieben

University of California, San Diego
University of California, San Diego
University of California, San Diego
University of California, San Diego
University of California, San Diego
University of Chicago
University of Chicago
University of Minnesota, School of Mathematics
University of Texas at Austin
University of Wisconsin, Madison
University of Wisconsin, Madison
University of Wisconsin, Madison

USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA

CC
CM, BFS
BFS
BFS
BFS
CM
RS
RS
RS
BFS
BFS
BFS

List of International Guests in 2011
In 2011 CBC had 24 international guests from 13 different countries. The 18 Norwegian visitors are not listed.
Period

Position

Name

Affiliation

Nationality

March 7
April 26 - June 21,
July 30 - October 1
May 5-6

Dr.
Mr.

Atushi Kawamoto
Steffen Müthing

Toyota Central RandD Laboratory
University of Stuttgart

Japanese
German

Prof.

Francis Loth

American

May 20
May 20
June 7, September 8,
and November 29
June 7-9
June 8
June 16-17
August 21-27
August 21-30
August 21-30
August 21-26

Prof.
Prof.
Mr.

Thomas Grätsch
Harald van Brummelen
Tangui Morvan

Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Akron,
Ohio, USA
Hochschule für Angewandte Wissenschaften Hamburg
Eindhoven University of Technology
Kalkulo AS

Prof.
Prof.
Ass. Prof.
Prof.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

Daniela Calvetti
Erkki Somersalo
Axel Målqvist
Robert Kirby
Matthew Knepley
Margarete Jadamec
Andreas Klöchner

American
Finnish
Swedish
American
American
Australian
German

Mr.
Dr.
Mrs.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Yvon Halwachs
Shubeur Rahman
Wenjing Lin
Mathias Wilhelms
Darrell Swenson
Sebastian Warmbrunn

Case Western Reserve University, USA
Case Western Reserve University, USA
Division of Scientific Computing, Uppsala Universitet
Texas Tech
University of Chicago
Monash University
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences, New Yourk University, USA
Kalkulo AS
Altis Partners
Simula Research Laboratory AS
Institute of Biomedical Engineering Karlsruhe
University of Utah
University of Stuttgart

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Prof.
Dr.

Yapi Donatien Achou
Fernando O. Campos
Hermenegild Arevalo
Natalia Trayanova
Pasi Tavi

Reyst, Reykjavik University
Medical University Graz
Johs Hopkins University
Johs Hopkins University
University of Eastern Finnland

Icelandic
Brazilian
American
American
Finnish

August 22
August 26
September 8
October 3-13
October 13
October 31, 2011 March 1, 2012
November 29
December 13
December 13
December 13
December 13
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German
Dutch
French

French
Brittish
Chinese
German
American
German

Visiting address:
Mailing address:
Phone:
Email:
Org.#:

Martin Linges v. 17, 1364 Fornebu
P.O.Box 134, 1325 Lysaker, Norway
+47 67 82 82 00, fax: +47 67 82 82 01
post@simula.no
984 648 855

